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ABSTRACT
My doctoral research has focused on the development of microscale optical
techniques for examining micro/bio fluidics. Preliminary work measured the velocity
field in a microchannel, by optical slicing, using Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
(CLSM). Next, Optical Serial Sectioning Microscopy (OSSM) was applied to examine
thermometry by detecting the free Brownian motion of nano-particles suspended in
mediums at different temperatures. An extension of this work used objective-based Total
Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRFM) to examine the hindered
Brownian motion of nano-particles that were very close to a solid surface (within 1 µm).
An optically transparent and electrically conductive Indium Tin Oxide (ITO)
biosensor and an integrated dynamic live cell imaging system were developed to
dynamically examine changes in cell coverage area, cell morphology, cell-substrate
adhesion, and cell-cell interaction. To our knowledge this is the first sensor capable of
conducting simultaneous optical and electrical measurements. This system consists of an
incubator, which keeps cells viable by providing the necessary environmental conditions
(37 °C temperature and 5 % CO2), and multiple microscopy techniques, including multispectrum Interference Reflection Microscopy (MS-IRM), TIRFM, Epi-fluorescence
Microscopy, Phase Contrast Microscopy (PCM), and Differential Interference Contrast
Microscopy (DICM). Along with investigations of cytometric proliferation including
cellular barrier functions, in vitro cytotoxicity experiments were also conducted to
examine the effect of a drug (cytochalasin D, a toxic agent) on cellular motility and
cellular morphology. These cytotoxicity results give us a fundamental understanding of
the cellular processes induced by the drug, which will be invaluable in the search for
iv

methods of preventing metastases. In this research, MS-IRM is used to examine the focal
contacts and the gap morphology between cells and substrates, DICM is used to examine
the coverage area of cells, and impedance measurements are used to correlate these two
parameters.
Advances in the understanding of vascular bio-transport in endothelial cells will have an
impact on many aspects of cell biology, tissue engineering, and pharmacology.
Particularly important will be the ability to test the popular hypothesis that the cell
barrier function is regulated by specific cytoskeleton elements controlling intercellular
and extracellular coupling.
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CHAPTER 1
OPTICAL SENSING

1.1 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM)
1.1.1 Introduction
A confocal microscopy, patented by Dr. Marvin Minsky [1] at Harvard University
in 1957, dramatically improves optical resolutions in microscopic imaging to an
unprecedented level of 180-nm lateral resolution and 500-nm axial resolution (refer to the
next section for more details). The most important feature of the confocal microscopy is
its ability to deliver extremely thin, in-focus images by true means of depth-wise optical
slicing, and allowing the gathering of 3-D reconstructed information by the line-of-sight
imaging without the need of physical sectioning of specimens.
The basic ‘confocal’ concept is described by a point scanning of the laser
excitation and a spatially filtered fluorescence signal emitting from the focal point onto
the confocal point (Figure.1.1-a). The pinhole aperture, located at the confocal point,
allows emitted fluorescent light, exclusively from the focal point, to pass through the
detector (solid lines), and filters out fluorescent light emitted from outside the focal point
(dashed lines). This “spatial filtering” is the key principle to enhance the optical
resolutions by devising the depth-wise optical sectioning. The illuminating laser scans
rapidly from point to point, in a synchronized way with the aperture, to produce a fullfield image on the detector. The practical confocal microscopy [2] has been widely used
in biology, material, and medical research to allow microstructures to be visible where
they would be otherwise invisible because of the depth-wise obscurity.
1

Figure 1.1: Principle of Confocal Microscopy using a pinhole as a spatial filter (a), and a
schematic illustration of galvanometric scanning to conform to a full-field image (b).

2

Optical characterization of confocal microscopy has been fairly well studied by a
number of optics researchers. The depth discrimination capability of this microscopy has
been analytically characterized for a range of fluorescence wavelengths and the
simulation results have been compared with the corresponding experimental results [3].
A quantitative theoretical analysis for standard confocal microscopy, in conjunction with
3-D fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, has been developed using a point-spread
function in conjunction with a collection efficiency function [4]. Aberration
compensations for confocal microscopy were discussed for spherical aberration occurring
when one is focusing deep within the specimen [5], and for additional aberrations
induced by mismatches in refractive index values across or inside the specimen[6]. An
extensive study [7] shows that the signal-to-background ratio (S/B), with background
defined as the detected light that originates outside a resolution volume, obtained with a
confocal microscope can be more than 100 times greater than the S/B available with a
conventional microscope, and the optimized confocal signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) can be a
factor of 10 greater than the S/N of the conventional microscope.
The galvanometric steering of the focal point of the traditional confocal
microscopy (Figure. 1.2-b) limits its scanning speed to approximately one (1) image-persecond (IPS), which is too slow for real-time observation of moving objects at any
practical speeds. The innovative use of a rotating micro-lens array [8, 9], replacing the
single pinhole, makes it possible for confocal microscopy to scan full-field images at
substantially higher IPS rates. Further study has been done to use the high-speed confocal
microscopy using a rotating scanner for advanced bio-medical applications of real-time
3-D imaging of single molecular fluorescence [10].
3

Both theoretical and experimental

comparisons have been studied for the depth-wise resolution of the high-speed confocal
microscopy with multi-focal and multi-photon microscopy [11].
The essential innovation of the Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM ) is
the use of dual high-speed spinning disks (Figure. 1.2): the upper disk is a rotating
scanner that consists of 20,000 micro-lenses, and the lower one is called a Nipkow disk
that consists of matching 20,000 pinholes of 50-µm in diameter. Both of the incident
excitation light and emitting fluorescence light paths are defined by a similar optical path.
The pumping light is focused by the micro-lens of the scanning disk through the pinholes
on the Nipkow disk. A dichroic mirror, located between the two disks, reflects the
returning confocal fluorescence image to the CCD for real-time, true color recording. As
the disk rotation of 30-rps and a scanning speed of 360 IPS are possible, and the multiple
pinholes sweep the view, a full field imaging at up to 120-IPS is possible by averaging
three sweeps per single field for statistical enhancement.
The idea is that the CLSM can accommodate the use of microscopic-Particle
Image Velocimetry [12-14] to achieve optically-sliced microfluidic velocity field
mappings. To the authors’ knowledge, the use of CLSM for micro-PIV has not been
published in any open literature to date. A comparative characterization of the CLSM
micro-PIV and a regular micro-PIV is presented by measuring the same flow
configurations under otherwise identical optical conditions of image magnification, field
illumination, and fluorescence filtering. Detailed flow measurements have been
conducted for Poiseuille flows developed in micro-capillary pores of 100-µm and 500µm internal diameters (ID, nominal) are presented between the CLSM micro-PIV and the
regular epi-fluorescent micro-PIV comparison.
4

Rotation speed: 30 rps equivalent to
360 image scanning rate

Figure 1.2: A principle of the dual-Nipkow disk design for a high-speed Confocal Laser
Scanning Microscopy (CLSM).

5

1.1.2 Lateral/Axial Image Resolution and Optical Image Slicing
1.1.2.1 Conventional microscope

When the Fraunhofer condition1 is satisfied, microscopic particle imaging can be
depicted by the Fraunhofer diffraction rings, called the Airy function [15]. Two
neighboring objects are said to be marginally resolved when the center of one Airy disk
falls on the first minimum of the other Airy pattern, i.e., the so-called Rayleigh criterion
for monochromatic imaging. The Rayleigh criterion is generally defined as the lateral
resolution for conventional microscopic imaging and used to estimate the minimum
resolvable distance between two point sources of lights generated from a specimen (Table
1). If emitted wavelengths (λem) of point sources are all the same, their Airy disks have
the same diameter, as long as for the same objective with a specified NA 2 , and the
Rayleigh criterion is equal to the radius of the Airy disk, i.e., 0.61λem / NA where NA is
the numerical aperture of the microscopic objective lens.
Unlike the lateral Fraunhofer diffraction, the axial diffraction pattern of a point
source does not constitute a disk-shape but an hourglass shape or flare of the Point
Spread Function (PSF). A similar reasoning can be used to draw the axial Rayleigh
criterion [2], which is defined by taking the distance from the maximum intensity

1

This is also called a “far-field” diffraction condition, which is defined as

R > a 2 / λ where R is the

smaller of the two distances from the particle to the objective lens and the objective lens to the imaging
detector,

a is the particle radius, and λ is the wavelength in the medium. For typical conditions for

micro-PIV, R ~ 1 mm,

a ~ 200 nm, and λ ~ 500 nm, the inequality is well satisfied by more than

12,000 in ratio.
2

Numerical Aperture (NA) is defined as

NA ≡ ni sin θ max where ni is the refractive index of the

immersing medium (air, water, oil, etc.) adjacent to the objective lens, and
maximum cone of the light apertured by the lens.
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θ max is the half-angle of the

location at the focal plane to the first location of the minimum intensity along the optical
axis, or equivalently 2nλ em / NA 2 (Table 1). Note that the axial resolution increases with
increasing refractive index of the medium, n, whereas the lateral resolution is
independent of n. In usual sense, the Depth-of-Field (DOF) is referred to the defocusing
range from the focal plane image of a single particle or object before its “unacceptable”
blur is observed, and DOF is conventionally defined as one-half of the axial resolution,
i.e., DOF ≡ nλem / NA 2 . However, DOF does not constitute a true meaning of “depthwise optical slicing” of images when multiple particles/objects are imaged in the line-ofsight direction.
1.1.2.2 Confocal microscope

The pinhole diameter is an important parameter for a confocal microscope and
plays a decisive role in determining its image resolutions. When the modified pinhole
diameter3, PD, is greater than one (1) Airy Unit (AU4), i.e., PD > 1.0 AU, a geometricaloptical analysis is used, while for PD < 0.25 AU, a wave-optical analysis is applied [16].
Summarized results are presented also in Table 1 for the lateral/axial resolution formulas
for both geometrical-optical and wave-optical confocal microscope systems. The lateral
resolution uses a criterion based on Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) two
neighboring PSF images at the confocal plane, somewhat analogous to the Rayleigh
criterion of a conventional microscope, but additionally accounting for the pinhole effect
of spatial filtering on the image construction that is restricted from the full Airy pattern of
Fraunhofer diffraction. Likewise, the axial resolution of confocal microscope is based on
3

Modified pinhole diameter, PD ≡ Pinhole diameter (µm)/Magnification

4

Airy unit, AU ≡ 1.22 λex/NA with λex being the fluorescent excitation wavelength
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Table 1.1 Lateral/Axial Resolution and Optical Slice Thickness for both Conventional
and Confocal Microscope Systems.

Lateral Resolution

Axial

Conventional

Geometrical-Optical

Wave-Optical Confocal

Microscope

Confocal Microscope

Microscope

0.61λem
NA

0.51λex
NA
0.88λex

0.37λ
NA
0.64λ

n − n 2 − NA2

n − n 2 − NA2

1.67 n ⋅ λex
NA2

1.28n ⋅ λ
NA2

NA ≥ 0.5

Resolution NA<0.5

2

n ⋅ λem
NA2

Optical Slice

2

No Definition
Thickness


  2n ⋅ PD 
0.88λem


 + 
2
2
 n − n − NA   NA 
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2

0.64λ
n − n 2 − NA2

FWHM of PSF constructed along the optical axis.
Note that the axial resolution uses two different formulas depending on the
ranges of NA of the objective. Also, while for the geometrical-optical confocal
microscope both lateral and axial resolutions are functions of the excitation
wavelength, λex , for the wave-optical confocal microscope they are functions of the mean
wavelength λ 5, of λem and λex . In contrast, the image resolutions for conventional
microscope depend only on the emission wavelength λem . Note that the nominal
magnifications are specified for the conventional microscopic imaging, but they had to be
corrected for the case of the confocal microscopy since the optical paths are routed
through the confocal unit before the detector resulting in slightly reduced actual
magnifications. While the lateral resolution of the confocal microscope is slightly better
than that of the conventional microscope, the confocal axial resolution shows more than
20 % reduction from the conventional microscope.
More exclusive and unique feature of confocal microscopy may be represented
by its optical slicing capability. Since the focused region is defined approximately as a
“lobe” elongated along the optical axis, rather as an ideal point, primarily because of
spherical and/or chromatic aberrations, it constitutes a distributed probe imaging volume
laterally as well as axially. For a conventional microscope, when the imaging plane
moves away from the focal plane, the image focusing is degraded but the integrated
amount of the emitted light energy remains more or less unchanged as long as the

5

The mean wave length is defined as

λ ≡ 2

λex ⋅ λem
λ2ex + λ2em
9

.

defocusing distance is smaller than the axial dimension of the probe volume. As a result,
off-focused images are blurred and larger in size with reduced intensity (reduced number
of photons bombarded per unit area), but their total number of photons remains the same
because of no spatial filtering restrictions. Since the entire flow field is illuminated in the
line-of-sight direction in micro-PIV configuration, the integrated and blurred images
contribute to degrading the measured velocity vector fields. The effective depth, so-called
the depth-of-correlation, over which particles will contribute to the measured velocity has
been well documented elsewhere for the case of conventional micro-PIV measurements
[17, 18]
In contrast, for the case of spatial filtering by a pinhole of confocal microscopy,
the maximum number of photons is recorded only when the focal plane is imaged with
the pinhole allowing minimum level of filtering of the incoming light. The integrated
light energy dramatically drops as the defocusing level is progressed with image planes b,

c and d, since the amount of the spatial filtering progressively increases with the degree
of defocusing. This allows truly “optically sliced” image recording for confocal
microscopy. No such definition for optical slicing is available for conventional
microscopy. Therefore, the confocal microscope, can exclusively observe fluorescence
particles near the focus, with a peak of the integrated light energy, and the detected light
energy falls off sharply as one moves out of focus.
Analytical expressions for the optical slice thickness that were developed
theoretically with experimental corrections from multiple contributors [2-4, 7, 16, 19, 20]
are tabulated for both geometrical-optical and wave-optical microscopic ranges in Table 1.
Note that the slice thickness for the geometrical-optical range depends on the pinhole
10

diameter whereas that for the wave-optical range a single formula is defined uniquely for
all pinhole diameters as long as they satisfy the criterion of PD < 0.25 AU. Table 2 shows
the optical parameters for the present experimental consideration for typical cases and the
calculated optical resolutions and optical slice thicknesses using the formula presented in
Table 1. The confocal microscope system at Microscale Fluidics and Heat Transport

Laboratory (http://minsfet.utk.edu) falls under the geometric-optical confocal microscope
as PD = 1.329 for the 40X nominal (37.6X confocal) and = 5.319 for the 10X nominal
(9.4X for confocal), both PD values are satisfying the geometric optic conditions of being
larger than one corresponding AU. The objective lenses are semi-apochromat and airimmersion types. The optical slice thickness is estimated to be better than 3-µm for the
40X nominal objective and less than 27-µm for the 10X nominal objective. The former
objective is used to record particle image fields at different imaging planes inside the
100-µm ID pore, and the latter objective, for the 500-µm ID pore. No effective means of
optical slicing is available for conventional microscopy. With the conventional
microscope, clear images can only be obtained when the line-of-sight dimension of the
test field is less than the wave-optical DOF of the objective, defined as one-half of the
axial resolution. When the line-of-sight dimension exceeds the specified DOF, integrated
object information is recorded that is inevitably blurred by the out-of-focus forward as
well as background images.
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Table 1.2 Representative optical parameters for the present study and the optical
resolutions and the slice thickness of the confocal microscope system.

λex, excitation wavelength (µm)

0.488

λem, emission wavelength (µm)

0.515

λ , mean wavelength (µm)

0.500879

Refraction Index

1.0

NA

0.75

0.3

Overall Magnification

40 (37.6)

10 (9.4)

Airy Unit (AU)

0.793

1.984

Pinhole Diameter (µm)

50

50

PD (µm)

1.329

5.319

Conventional

Geometrical-optical

Wave-optical

microscope

confocal microscope

confocal microscope

40X

10X

40X

10X

40X

10X

0.418

1.047

0.331

0.829

0.247

0.617

1.831

11.444

1.268

9.323

0.946

6.959

2.820

26.701

0.946

6.959

Lateral
resolution
Axial
resolution
Optical Slice
Not Defined
Thickness
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1.1.3 Experimental System
Figure 1.3 describes an experimental setup of micro-PIV system using highspeed CLSM. The experimental setup consists of a dual-Nipkow disk confocal module
(CSU-10, Yokogawa), an upright microscope (BX-61, Olympus), a 50-mW CW Ar-ion
laser (Laser Physics), a frame grabber board (QED Imaging), a CCD camera (UP-1830,
UNIQ, 1024 x 1024 pixels at 30 FPS), a micro syringe pump (55-2111, Harvard
apparatus), a micro test section, and PIV analysis software (Davis, LaVision). The lower
inlet port of the confocal head unit is attached to the ocular port of the microscope and
the upper outlet port is connected to the CCD camera. A series of digital images are
transferred from the CCD camera to a computer by passing through a digital cable and a
frame grabber board. A fiber optic cable (OZ optics) connects the confocal module with
Ar-ion laser, whose illuminating light passes through the fiber optic, a confocal module
and an objective lens, then reaches on a test section. A test section is connected with a
micro syringe by using Teflon tube and a micro syringe pump constantly pushes the
micro syringe so as to generate a designated flow rate.

1.1.4. Comparison of Particle Images between Conventional Microscopy and
Confocal Microscopy
The PIV raw images are shown for three selected planes of y/R = 0 at the centerplane, y/R = 0.4, and y/R = 0.8 near the top end of the microtube inner surface, in Figure.
1.4. and 1.5. The 516-µm ID microtube is imaged at 9.4X confocal or 10X conventional
microscope, and the 99-µm ID microtube, at 37.6X or 40X, respectively. The confocal
microscopic images demonstrate optically sliced images with clear image definition of
individual particles located within the slice thickness. On the contrary, the conventional
13

Figure 1.3: Experimental setup of micro-PIV system using high-speed CLSM.
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Figure 1.4: Particle images taken at three different y-planes of a 516-μm channel by the
CLSM (left column) and by the wide-field epi-fluorescence (right column) microscopy.
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Figure 1.5: Particle images taken at three different y-planes of a 99-μm channel by the
CLSM (left column) and by the wide-field epi-fluorescence (right column) Microscopy.
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microscopic images are largely obscured by the blurred off-focused images, as the lineof-sight dimension of the microtube far exceeds the estimated DOF of 0.92--µm for 40X,
or of 5.72--µm for 10X. The background noise from the off-focused particle images can
be reduced to an acceptable extent by limiting the PIV measurement depth to a base-cut
level where the field-wide-averaged image intensity reaches a one-tenth of the maximum
in-focus image intensity [18]. In addition, the stray light rays that are internally reflected
from the microtube inner surface and externally refracted/reflected rays through the
curved microtube wall enter the detector without being spatially filtered and they further
deteriorate the particle images. Though there are a number of techniques known to
improve PIV images, including the use of an oil-immersion objective with high NA or the
use of a pulsed laser for illumination, no further attempt has been accommodated at
present since the primary interest is to compare the image and velocity field data quality
between the CLSM micro-PIV and the conventional micro-PIV under specified and
identical imaging conditions.
The apparent image diameter of 200-nm particles, when back-projected to the
physical domain, is estimated to be 2.10-µm for 10X imaging of the 516-µm microtube,
and to be 0.86-µm for 40X imaging of the 99-µm microtube, assuming that negligible
particle image streaks occur from the particle displacement during a finite shutter opening
time.

The relative particle image size normalized by the tube diameter, i.e., 0.87% for

the 99-µm microtube is more than two times bigger than 0.42% for the 516-µm
microtube. For the case of the smaller microtube, the relatively larger image size makes it
essential to accommodate the reduced particle number density in that the seeding
concentration is increased by only five times.
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Another point to note is that the normalized flow velocity based on the microtube
diameter for the smaller microtube (0.545 s-1 ≡ 54-µm·s-1/99-µm) is more than three
times higher than that for the larger microtube (0.154 s-1 ≡ 79.7-µm·s-1/516-µm), and this
explains the more image streaks shown for the 99-µm microtube than for the 516-µm
microtube. The 54-µm/s is bound by the lower limit of the volume flow rate of 0.75-µl/hr
given by the micro syringe pump used. The particle image streaks during the 33.3-ms
exposure time at 30-FPS are 1.8-µm for the 99-µm microtube (more than two times larger
than the particle image size of 0.86-µm or 33% of the 5.5-µm interrogation volume size)
and 2.7-µm for the 516-µm microtube (approximately the same as the particle image size
of 2.10-µm or 12.3% for the 22-µm interrogation volume size). Therefore, the resulting
PIV flow vector field data for the smaller microtube will likely be subjected to more bias
because of its lower particle image density and the higher normalized velocity.
In order to compensate for such bias, a more rigorous analysis for the PIV
software improvement has been extensively studied using a highly accurate highresolution PIV technique, particularly to improve the sub-pixel measurement accuracy
[14]. At present, in spite that these aspects could be improved to an extent by carefully
altering the related parameters to the PIV analysis, no further attempt has been
contemplated since the comparative observation for the level of such bias is important to
characterize the differences between the conventional- and the CLSM micro-PIV systems.
Another way to alleviate the image streaking bias will be to use a sufficiently shortpulsed illumination to freeze imaging frame, which is commonly exercised by many
researchers in using conventional micro-PIV [13].
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1.1.5 Poiseuille velocity profiles developed in microtubes
Figures 1.6 and 1.7 show measured velocity profiles at different y-planes of the
99-µm and 516-µm microtubes, respectively, and the solid symbols represent the CLSM
micro-PIV data, the regular symbols for the conventional micro-PIV data, and the
parabolic curves represent the ideal Poiseuille flow profiles that are depth-corrected
accounting for the aforementioned refractive index mismatching.
All presented results represent the flow field of raw vectors with no attempt for
artificial validation scheme implemented so that the imaging capabilities are exclusively
compared between the CLSM micro-PIV system and the conventional micro-PIV system.
The error bars represent 95% standard deviations of the averaged data of thirty (30) axial
locations at constant x per each image and for all twenty-nine (29) PIV image pairs
processed, i.e., average of 870 velocity profiles all together. Note that the Poiseuille flow
profile is calculated directly from the specified volume flow rate conditions without
attempting any normalization for the velocity profiles, i.e., 54-µm/s center maximum
velocity from 0.75-µl/hr for the 99-µm microtube or 79.7-µm/s center maximum velocity
from 30-µl/hr for the 516-µm microtube. The laminar flow entrance or developing length
is given as L/D = 0.65 (Lew and Fung, 1970) and the corresponding length is calculated
to L = 64.4-µm for the smaller microtube and L = 335-µm, and thus, the tested microtube
flows have negligibly small entrance region to establish fully developed Poiseuille flow
within less than one-diameter distance from the entrance.
For the 99-µm microtube, the CLSM data at the centerplane (Figure 1.6-a) shows
a fairly good agreement with the calculated Poiseuille profile as anticipated by the truly
resolved depth-wise PIV imaging by the well-defined optical slice thickness of 2.82-µm
19

Figure 1.6: Comparison of the velocity profiles measured by the CLSM micro-PIV and
by the conventional micro-PIV at different y-planes of the 99-µm ID microtube.
20

Figure 1.7: Comparison of the velocity profiles measured by the CLSM micro-PIV and
by the conventional micro-PIV at different y-planes of the 516-µm ID microtube.
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(Table 2), whereas the conventional micro-PIV data shows substantial underestimation of
–13.3 µm/s from the calculations. We believe that the primary reason for such large
discrepancies are attributed to the lack of the optical slicing capability of the conventional
microscopy, and the particular reason for the underestimation is due to the negative bias
caused by the out-of-focus forward- as well as background blurred images that are
moving slower than the fastest center plane flow movement. The centerline velocity
biases (x = 0) at other planes of y/R = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, are measured to –9.7 µm/s, 1.7 µm/s, +1.4 µm/s and +2.3 µm/s, respectively. The magnitude of the negative bias
gradually diminishes as being away from the center plane to y/R = 0.2 (Figure 1.6-b), and
becomes minimal at y/R = 0.4 (Figure 1.6-c) as supposedly a balance is reached between
the positive bias imposed by the faster background flow near the center plane region (y/R
< 0.4), and the negative bias due to the slower foreground flow near the microtube edge
region (y/R > 0.4).
Further away from the center plane, at y/R = 0.6 and 0.8 (Figure 1.6-d and e), a
transition from the negative bias to the positive bias is observed and this is believed to be
the fact that as the top inner microtube wall is approached the positive bias by the faster
moving background flow in the region of y/R < 0.8 becomes dominant and the negative
bias is diminished by the significantly reduced microtube edge region of y/R > 0.8. In
contrast, the CLSM-PIV data remain fairly well agreeing with the calculated profiles at
all the tested y-planes. The last CLSM profile shown in Figure 1.6-e, measured at only
10-µm away from the microtube edge, starts showing some perceivable degree of
deviations and this is possibly due to the more drastic velocity magnitude changes near
the wall, even within such a thin optical slice thickness of 2.82-µm, as the velocity
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gradient becomes steeper as the microtube wall is approached. Additional reason for the
enlarged deviations may be attributed to the more substantial lens effect and internal
reflection occurred because of the relatively thick lens for the relatively narrow flow
region.
For the case of the 516-µm ID microtube, the magnitudes of the negative bias for
the conventional PIV results near the center plane (Figure 1.7-a and b) are dramatically
reduced in comparison with the previous 99-µm microtube case. As shown in Figure 1.4
and 1.5 as well as discussed previously, the PIV image quality, for both CLSM and
conventional cases, is noticeably improved for the larger microtube with the lower
magnification (10X Nominal), and the advantageous feature of the CLSM micro-PIV is
less pronounced for the objective with low numerical aperture (NA = 0.3) used for its
imaging. At y/R = 0.4 and 0.6 (Figure 1.7-c and d), both the CLSM-data and the
conventional PIV data agree well with the theory showing negligible bias. At
larger y / R ≥ 0.8 ( Figure 1.7-e and f), however, the positive biasing starts appearing and
the bias progressively grows with increasing y/R, while the CLSM results stay in fairly
close agreement with the theoretical Poiseuille profiles. As the microtube wall is
approached, the PIV image quality degradation is amplified because of the dramatically
increased lens effect distorting images and the severe image obscuration by the internal
reflection. Consequently, the bias of the conventional micro-PIV is amplified whereas the
CLSM micro-PIV results more or less consistently show good agreement. This indicates
that the optical slicing works more effectively to improve the data accuracy when the PIV
image quality is not optimized. Note that the CLSM imaging in general shows more
distinctive improvement with higher magnifications and with higher NA objectives, and
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should be even more pronounced with oil-immersion based objectives with NA larger
than unity.

1.2 Optical Serial Sectioning Microscopy (OSSM)
1.2.1 Background
When low Reynolds number flow velocities are detected by tracing submicronsized seeding particles, such as in micro-PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) /PTV (Particle
Tracking Velocimetry) applications, the magnitude of the Brownian thermally diffusive
motion can be comparable to the convective flow displacement itself. It has been shown
that the well-defined thermal correlation of the Brownian motion can be used for
nonintrusive temperature measurement schemes. In 1946, Lawson and Long presented a
feasibility study that examined how Brownian motion can be used to devise low
temperature thermometry.

Based on the fact that the kinetic potential energy of

molecules, or extremely fine particles, shows an inverse-linear dependence on
temperature, namely

1 kT
2 , a correlation between Brownian motion and temperature

was established.
Olsen and Adrian [21] introduced theoretically the effects of the Brownian motion
on the micro-PIV correlation signal peak.

They found that Brownian motion diminishes

the correlation signal strength and negatively affects the image depth of correlation. By
utilizing the cross-correlation peak broadening, which is increased by the Brownian
thermal motion, Hohreiter et al. [22] proposed a formidable temperature measurement
technique. Sato et al. [23] presented an experimental attempt to take into account the
Brownian motion of submicron tracer particles so that their pulsating motion can be
detected with unbiased temporal resolution.
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In 1905 Einstein presented in his doctoral dissertation an insightful theory
calculating Brownian motion of small particles suspended in a fluid. Perrin, in 1908,
attempted to verify the theory by painstakingly measuring the time dependence of one
and two-dimensional mean square displacements of microscale grains of a known size in
a fluid6 [24]. More recently, the use of video microscopy has allowed two-dimensional
tracking of Brownian motion of suspended particles with substantially shorter time
intervals than in Perrin’s experiment. Calculation of the mean square displacements of the
data has shown good correlation with Einstein’s theoretical values [25, 26]. It is well
known that Einstein’s theory predicts the Brownian motion with acceptable accuracy for
one- and two-dimensions.
To the authors’ knowledge, no attempt to date has been made to track Brownian
motion of submicron particles in a fully three-dimensional and simultaneous way. For the
case of the near wall region (less that 1µm from the wall), a Ratiometric Total Internal
Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (R-TIRFM) has allowed simultaneous threedimensional tracking of nanoparticles for their near-wall “hindered” Brownian motion
[27]. This paper presents the use of Optical Serial Sectioning Microscopy (OSSM) for
detecting three-dimensional “unhindered” or free Brownian motion outside the near-wall
region. The OSSM method uses the optical diffraction patterns of focused and defocused
images of nanoparticles and compares them to the theoretically predicted patterns so that
the location of the particle can be identified with respect to the focal plane of the imaging
optics.

6

Both Einstein and Perrin’s efforts helped confirming the existence of atoms as real particles, not as

hypothetical objects, and both were awarded the Nobel Prize in physics in 1921 and 1926, respectively.
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The OSSM technique was originally developed to obtain a 3-D depthwise
resolved image in a thick biological specimen [28]. The technique utilizes a standard epifluorescence microscopy with a high numerical aperture objective to record and analyze
the 3-D diffraction image patterns of small particles [19]. The wave nature of light
images a point source to form a diffraction pattern that is longitudinally modulating with
respect to the focal plane and laterally modulating with respect to the optical axis. The
resulting 3-D image pattern is expressed in a fully analytical form of a symmetric vector
function in the absence of optical aberration [29, 30]. However, optical aberrations
caused by any non-ideal specimen structures bring about complicated asymmetric image
patterns [31]. An experimental verification of the analysis has been conducted by using
an advanced video microscopy system [32]. McNally et al. [33] applied the Gibson and
Lanni’s equation to a dry objective system, and measured 3-D intensity profiles of
fluorescent microspheres by using a computational optical sectioning microscopy. A
similar idea for tracking 3-D particles using off-focus imaging was presented by Speidel

et al. [34] where an experimental correlation between the diffraction pattern and the
defocusing distance was used.
For macro-scale applications using seeding particles on the order of several
microns, results showed vivid and bright images accompanying no detectable diffraction
patterns and negligible Brownian motion. In such cases, an attempt has been presented by
Pereira and Gharib [35] to detect the third velocity component in the line-of-sight
direction by using a mask with two or more off-axis apertures. This allows a single image
formation for particles located on the focal plane and multiple images for particles
located at off-focal planes, which is referred to as Defocusing Digital Particle Image
26

Velocimetry (DDPIV). The working principle of the technique, however, assumes that the
system is free of optical aberrations and diffractions for applications that are not
necessarily in microscales, while the OSSM technique is useful for micro/nano-scale
applications with optical aberration present.
Therefore, the first goal of this paper is to demonstrate three-dimensional tracking
of Brownian motion of submicron tracer particles by analyzing the optical diffraction
images taken by OSSM. Measured values of one-, two-, and three-dimensional Mean
Square Displacements (MSD) have been compared with the predicted values based on
Einstein’s theory for the range of temperature from 5 to 70°C. The second goal is to
implement a concept for an in-situ and full-field mapping thermometry with microscale
resolution7 based on the temperature correlation with the measured Brownian diffusivity
of nanoparticles. The experimental data validates the correlations not only for more
comprehensive 3-D Brownian motion but also for simpler 1-D line-of-sight Brownian
motion.

1. 2.2 Temperature dependence of Brownian motion
Brownian motion refers to the random motion of a small particle suspended in a
fluid. This was first observed microscopically by the botanist Robert Brown in 1827 [36].
In 1905 Einstein indicated that this motion is caused by random bombardment of fluid
molecules on the suspended particle and that the mean square displacement (MSD) of the
particle is the primary observable quantity. The three-dimensional MSD of the random
walk traveled by suspended particles is expressed as:

7

The minimum spatial resolution for temperature measurement should be limited by the minimum inter-

particle distance with negligible interference, or equivalently ten times of particle diameter.
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where D indicates the Brownian thermal diffusivity (or equivalently a diffusion
coefficient) of the particle suspended in the fluid and t is an observation time interval
of each incremental displacement. The observation time interval may be equated to the
image frame interval of a CCD camera as long as the frame rate is sufficiently high to
discern the minutely changing displacements of the random walk.
Following the well-known Stokes-Einstein equation, the diffusivity is given by

D=

κT
6πµrp

(1.2)

where  is the Boltzmann's constant (1.3805 x 10-23 J/K), T is the absolute temperature
of the fluid, (T) is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, and rp is the particle’s radius. The
viscosity of liquid is primarily a decreasing function of temperature and is expressed as
(Fox et al. 2004):

µ = A ⋅ 10

B
T −C

(1.3)

where T is the absolute temperature of the fluid, and A, B, and C are constant variables
that depend on the fluid. For the case of water, A, B and C are known to be 2.414 ×10-5,
247.8, and 140, respectively. Combining Eqs. (2) and (3) gives the diffusivity as a
function of the suspension liquid temperature only, as long as the particle size is known,
i.e.,

D=

κT
B


T −C
6π  A ⋅ 10  rp



(1.4)
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Figure 1.8 shows the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient and of
the viscosity of water when they are normalized by Do and µ o given at a reference
temperature of T = 273K. The intermediate dashed curve shows the gradually increasing
temperature dependence of the diffusivity when the temperature dependence of viscosity
is neglected while the solid curve shows the dramatic increase of diffusivity when the
temperature dependence of viscosity is accounted for. Therefore, the Brownian
diffusivity, and the corresponding MSD of a particle with a known size, can be uniquely
determined by the suspension temperature. Conversely, by measuring the Brownian
diffusivity of the suspended particle, the surrounding liquid temperature can be readily
determined.

1.2.3 Point Spread Function (PSF) and Optical Serial Sectioning Microscopy
(OSSM)
When a point source or small particle is imaged through an aperture or highmagnification objective lens, the phase modulation based on the wave nature of light
forms a spatially distributing diffraction pattern.

The three-dimensional diffraction

pattern is called a Point Spread Function (PSF) and is generated from stacks of serial
optical sections [19]. Another important factor to consider is optical aberrations8 , which
occur when the imaging is conducted under “off-design” conditions. In practice,
8

Optical aberrations can be defined as the departure from the idealized conditions of Gaussian optics. Common optical

aberrations can be classified as following: spherical, chromatic, curvature of field, comatic, and astigmatic. Among
these aberration, for macroscale applications, the spherical aberration is the most serious in the monochromatic
illumination and can be explained by the fact that as light rays emerge from several radial points of a lens they are not
converged into one focal plane but focused on different planes along the optical axis which results in blurry images.
However, for microscale applications, several factors contributing to additional aberration must be accounted for as
described in the text above.
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Figure 1.8: Dimensionless diffusion coefficient and fluid viscosity of water as functions
of temperature. The reference diffusivity and viscosity values for normalization are taken
at T = 273K.
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significant aberration is commonly caused by two variables: one, the different refraction
indices of the cover glasses and immersion media, and two, the variability in the
thickness of the immersion media and cover glass from the specified design values. A
monochromatic spherical wave emitting from a point source transverses the entrance
pupil of an objective lens and emerges from the exit pupil of the objective lens, and
converges towards the back focal point (Figure. 1.9-a). The analytical form of PSF based
on the Huygens-Fresnel Interference Principle consists of the Bessel function and a
sinusoidal complex exponential term, both of which essentially constitute the modulation
of PSF in the lateral and in the line-of-sight directions, respectively.
Figure 1.9-a illustrates an aberration-free imaging system. The design conditions
stipulate that the light ray from the observation point passes directly through the cover
slip of a designed thickness (170 µm in most cases) and an immersion medium having a
designed refractive index, and then travels to the detector located on the ideal image
plane. The designed conditions of the aberration-free system specify a cover glass of
designated refractive index (ng*) and thickness (tg*), and an immersion medium of
designated refractive index (ni*) and thickness (ti*). The specimen thickness (ts*) should
be zero to ensure the aberration-free imaging. When these conditions are not met, the
refracted rays have optical pathways that deviate from the original aberration-free
conditions and do not converge to the ideal focal point. In consequence, the refraction
due to the index mismatching affects the optical aberration of an objective lens and
produces asymmetric diffraction patterns as schematically illustrated in Figure. 1.9-b.
Since the aqueous medium of a specimen, in general, has a different refractive index from
those of a cover glass and of an immersion medium, most practical cases are subject to
31

Figure 1.9: Formation of Point Spread Function (PSF): (a) aberration-free imaging to
form a symmetric PSF; and (b) aberrated imaging to form an asymmetric PSF.
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asymmetric PSF images.
Gibson and Lanni [31] presented a comprehensive form of PSF on a basis of
Kirchhoff’s diffraction integral formula. The three-dimensional intensity distribution of
PSF is expressed in terms of the detector location (xd, yd), the numerical aperture of the
objective lens (NA), the magnification of the microscopy system (M), and the defocus
distance (∆z) as:


I ( xd , yd , ∆z ) = C J 0 k
0


∫

1


ρ xd 2 + yd 2  exp[ jW (∆z, ρ )]ρ dρ

M 2 − NA2

2

NA

(1.5)

where k is the wave number (2π/λ) with λ being the emission wavelength of a point
source9, is the normalized radius in the exit pupil, and W(∆z, ρ) is a phase aberration
function, which is the product of the Wave Number (k) and optical path length
difference10 (OPD). The three-dimensional PSF of Eq. (1.5) is reduced to the planar Airy
function [15] on the focal plane at ∆z = 011 and the resulting intensity pattern modulates
9

The Point Spread Function, Eq. (1.5), is constructed based on the ray emission from an infinitesimally small point

source and the diffraction pattern is irrelevant to the nanoparticle sizes. The authors believe that 500-nm particles can
be considered sufficiently small to be assumed as a point source. In theory, therefore, polydisperse particles do not
affect measurements unless their sizes are excessively large. On the other hand, smaller nanoparticles will reduce the
diffraction pattern intensity because of their smaller diffraction cross section.

10

For the complete expression for OPD, see Eq. (4) of Gibsen and Lanni (1991).

11

Accounting for the axi-symmetric PSF characteristics on the image plane, we set yd = 0 and ∆z = 0, Eq. (1.5) reduces

to



NA
I ( xd , 0, 0) = C ∫ J 0 k
xd ρ  ρ dρ
0
2
2

 M − NA

2

1

(1.6)

Using one of the general properties of Bessel functions, called as a recurrence relation, Eq. (1.6) further reduces to
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in the radial and axi-symmetric directions. The PSF of Eq. (1.5) also modulates in the
line-of-sight axial direction as it can be demonstrated for the case of xd = 0 and yd = 012.

C M 2 − NA 2
I ( x d , 0, 0) =
k NA xd



d 
NA
∫0 dρ  ρ J1  k M 2 − NA 2 xd ρ  dρ




2

1

C M 2 − NA 2 
=
J1 k

k NA xd



xd 

M 2 − NA 2


2

NA

(1.7)

This is the Airy formula for Fraunhofer diffraction at a circular aperture, as expected. The 1st order Bessel function J1(a)
equals to zero for a = 0, 3.83, 7.02, 10.17, 13.32, and so forth. By converting the dimensionless values using k·NA/(M2NA2)0.5 = 0.23-µm-1 for the given experimental conditions, the corresponding radial xd’s of zero intensities on the focal
plane are obtained as 16.7-µm, 30.5-µm, 44.2-µm, and 57.9-µm, respectively. By the way, these values correspond to
the magnified dimensions on the back focal (image) plane, and thus, the corresponding physical dimensions on the
object plane are 0.42-µm, 0.76-µm, 1.1-µm, and 1.45-µm, respectively.

12

For xd = 0 and yd = 0, Eq. (2.1) reduces to

I (0, 0, ∆z ) = C ∫ exp[ jW ( ∆z , ρ ) ]ρ dρ
1

2

(1.8)

0

The phase aberration function is obtained based on the reference of Gibson and Lanni (1991), and expressed as

 NA ρ 

W (∆z , ρ ) = k nimm ∆z 1 − 
n
 imm 

2

(1.9)

where nimm is a refractive index of immersion medium. We set W(∆z,ρ) = β, and substitute ρ dρ into β dβ.  The
complex exponential function shall be expressed by trigonometric functions, and Eq. (1.8) is written as

C
I (0, 0, ∆z ) = −
(k NA ∆z )2

∫ [ cos( β ) + i sin( β )]β dβ

2

b

a
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(1.10)

Figures 1.10-a and –b show the contour lines in meridional sections of the
calculated 3-D intensity distributions from Eq. (1.5) for the design (symmetric) and offdesign (asymmetric) conditions, respectively. The point source is located in the left of the
plane and the calculations are made for selected experimental conditions, M = 40, NA =
0.75, λ = 515 nm (Green band from an ar-ion laser), and f = 4.5 mm. Both intensity
distributions are axi-symmetric along the optical axis since neither astigmatism nor
optical coma is considered. A number of concentric fringe rings are presented in the
radial section of the intensity distribution, which is more pronounced for the symmetric
PSF case. Note that the out-most fringe diameter persistently increases with increasing
defocusing distance, as marked by dashed curves, but the negative defocusing for the
asymmetric case does not recognizably increase the out-most fringe diameter. The
principle of Optical Serial Sectioning Microscopy (OSSM) is based on the determination
of the radial intensity profile normal to the meridional plane as a function of ∆z . In other
words, the relative line-of-sight (z) location of a particle measured from the focal plane
can be determined by observing the radial diffraction pattern, in particular the increase in

where the integration limits are defined as

a = k nimm ∆z

and

 NA
b = k nimm ∆z 1 − 
 nimm





2

. Eq. (1.10) is

integrated by parts to give

I (0, 0, ∆z ) = −

C
[(1 − ib )exp(ib ) − (1 − ia )exp(ia )]
(k NA ∆z ) 2

2

(1.11)

Solving Eq. (1.11) for z for the subsidiary minimum intensities gives as 1.5-μm, 3.0-μm, 4.55-μm, 6.1-μm, 7.6-μm,
and so on.
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(a) Symmetric PSF

(b) Asymmetric PSF

Figure 1.10: Meridional sections of the 3-D intensity distributions obtained with the
theoretical calculation based on Gibson and Lanni [31]. For (a) symmetric pattern, the
thicknesses and refractive indices of specimen layers are identical with designed
conditions like: ts = 0, ns =1.33, tg = 0.17 mm, ng = 1.522, ni = 1.0 and ti = variable
(because it is related with z). For (b) asymmetric pattern, a few thicknesses of specimen
layers are non-designed conditions like: ts = variable (because it is related with ∆z), tg =
0.233 mm and ti = 0.481 mm.
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the out-most fringe radius with an increase in defocusing distance. The out-most fringes
are identified with less uncertainty in general for the asymmetric case, because of their
brighter and narrower definition.

1.2.4 Experimental Setup
The most crucial part of the experiment is to ensure the calibration accuracy of the
OSSM-measured radial intensity profiles in comparison with the calculated intensity
profiles based on Eq. (1.5). The OSSM calibration system (Figure. 1.11) consists of an
epi-fluorescent microscope (upright Olympus BX 61 Model) with a dry objective lens
(40X, 0.75 N.A.), a 1024 x 1024 pixel CCD camera (UNIQ Vision Inc., UP-1830) with a
frame grabber at 30 fps (QED-Imaging Inc.), and a 170-μm high calibration chamber.
Yellow-green (505/515) fluorescent polystyrene micro-spheres, with a nominal diameter
of 500 ± 16 nm and a density of 1.05-g/ml (Molecular Probes Inc.), are used as tracers.
The calibration chamber is filled with a water-based solution at a volume concentration of
4 x 10-6 of the seeding particles13 and the calibration experiment is conducted at the
laboratory temperature of 22 °C. Extra care is taken to minimize particle coagulations by
dispersing the sample extensively using a sonicator before and after conducting each
experiment.

13

The primary merit of the proposed technique is to measure the base fluid viscosity by detecting the temperature (and

viscosity) dependence of the Brownian motion of seeded nanoparticles at a minimum concentration that provides
statistically acceptable number of particle images. The average inter-particular distance is calculated to 31-µm that is
larger than 60-times of the particle diameter. Thus, the particle-to-particle interaction effect as well as the particle
interaction with fluid is considered negligibly small [37]

W. B. Russel, D. A. Saville, and W. R. Schowalter,

"Colloidal dispersions " Cambridge University Press, pp. 21-63, 1989.. On the other hand, the technique can also be
applied to measure the resulting viscosity of a thick slurry sample where the particle-fluid interaction is not trivial as
long as a calibration equation for temperature-viscosity correlation is available.
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Figure 1.11: Schematic of a test specimen for measuring both symmetric and asymmetric
PSFs in the OSSM using 500±16 nm nominal diameter nanoparticles.
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When a test particle is located at the top glass plate, the chamber is to provide a
nearly aberration-free condition. This in turn will form a symmetric PSF in the absence
of the specimen thickness (ts*), which is the primary source of aberration for most cases.
On the other hand, when a test particle is located at the bottom plate, the thickness (170μm) of the specimen creates a substantial aberration effect to make asymmetric

diffraction patterns necessary for the particle. Note that ∆z’ in Figure. 1.11 is the location
of the actual imaging plane that is compensated for by the refractive index mismatching
occurring throughout the imaging rays whereas ∆z in Eq. (1.5) is the mechanical
movement of the objective controlled by a stage with 1-μm resolution. Thus, the
defocusing distance (∆z’) is varied with 1.33-μm resolution. For the case of the top
particle, the calibration is conducted to establish a correlation of the symmetric PSFs with
a negative defocusing distance for particles located at a shorter distance than the focal
distance as the objective is lowered from the initial focusing point of the top surface. For
the case of the bottom particle, a calibration for the asymmetric PSF is conducted for a
positive defocusing distance for particles located beyond the focal plane as the objective
is lifted from the bottom focal plane.
The second test chamber is designed to measure the thermal effect on the
particle’s Brownian motion. The chamber is geometrically similar to the calibration
chamber. One change however is that a steady temperature condition is provided for the
test fluid by embedding the test chamber in a copper block with a coolant passage built
in. This enables the coolant to be circulated to and from a constant thermal bath. A
thermo-couple probe is flush-installed at the inside bottom surface to monitor the liquid
temperature. Another important modification is that the test chamber uses an off-designed
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cover glass of 223-μm thickness in order to construct asymmetric PSFs in a more
pronounced way. As discussed in section 3 more pronounced PSFs provide less
uncertainty and higher definition. The focal plane of the objective lens is fixed to the top
glass-water interface and any suspended particles can generate asymmetric PSF images
for all experiments. This is possible because of the off-designed cover glass and the
suspension medium (water) of mismatching refractive index. It is more realistic to
assume that a nonzero specimen distance (ts) is the condition in most practical imaging
cases as particles are suspended and imaged in a liquid medium.

1.2.5 Temperature correlation of Brownian motion
Figure. 1.12. shows temperature correlations of the Brownian MSD measurement
data for 500-nm particles in a suspension for the temperature ranging from 5 to 70°C. The
three primary curves, shown by thicker lines, represent theoretical predictions for the 3-D
MSD’s of 6 D∆t , 2-D (x-y, x-z, or y-z) MSD’s of 4 D∆t , and 1-D (z) MSD of 2 D∆t ,
respectively. The primary uncertainties14 for the calculated MSD values are believed to
be due to the diameter uncertainties (500 ± 16 nm). A pair of dashed curves for each
primary curve shows the uncertainty range. Each symbol represents an ensembleaveraged MSD for seven arbitrarily selected particles that are tracked for one second at
each temperature condition, i.e., a total of 210 data realizations for each data point. The
error bars indicate a 95% confidence range of the measured data or MSD, assuming a
Gaussian distribution. The ensemble-averaged MSD agree fairly well with the wellknown Einstein’s predictions.

14

See Section 5.5 for more detailed uncertainty estimations including other potentially contributing

parameters, such as the liquid temperature and viscosity as shown in Eq. (1.2).
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Figure 1.12: Theoretical and experimental mean square displacements (MSD) for all 203
steps of 7 particles are shown in terms of temperature and dimension. The dashed lines
near theoretical curves of each dimension mean a range of MSD which is caused by the
uncertainty (3.2%) of particle’s diameter. The error bars indicate a 95% confidence
interval of measured MSD.
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Table 1.3 shows both the magnitudes of the difference between the predictions
and measured values of MSDs (|Theory-Data|) in nanometer units and the percentile
differentials, which is defined as (100% x |Theory-Data|/Data). The magnitudes of the
difference for the 1-D, 2-D and 3-D cases show a gradual increase from |Theory-Data| =
3.6nm, 7.3 nm to 8.2 nm primarily because of the increasing magnitudes of MSD with
increasing dimensions. Note that the normalized percentile differentials decrease from
5.55%, 4.26%, to 3.11% with increasing measurement dimensions and MSD magnitudes.
Henceforth, it can be said that the 3-D MSD detection as well as the 1-D (z) MSD
detection persistently correlate well with the theory in predicting the liquid temperature.
Therefore, one suggestion is that the single component detection of the line-of-sight
Brownian motion using the OSSM technique may prove to be an effective new tool in
nonintrusively mapping the temperature fields for nanoparticle suspension fluids. This
would negate the need to use the more cumbersome effort of tracking the twodimensional Brownian motion, which will be needed to constitute the 3-D MSD data. A
priori is the temperature dependency of the fluid viscosity; such as given in Eq. (1.3), in
order to provide the temperature dependence predictions of the Brownian diffusivity.

1.3 Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRFM)
1.3.1 Background
One crucial phenomenon of particular importance at micro/nano-scale levels is
Brownian diffusive motion of extremely small particles. This diffusion is random by
nature in that a fine particle diffuses as a result of random collisions by the aggressive
thermal motions of surrounding fluid molecules.
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Table 1.3 Calculated Brownian Mean Square Displacements (MSD) of 500-nm
diameter fluorescent spheres suspended in water and corresponding ensemble-averaged
measurement results for 1-D, 2-D and 3-D MSD detections. (MSD theory and data are in
µm2.)
Suspension

1-D MSD
Z axis

Temperature

5°C

10°C

15°C

20°C

25°C

30°C

40°C

50°C

60°C

70°C

2-D MSD
XY Plane

XZ Plane

3-D MSD
YZ Plane

0.072

XYZ volume

Theory

0.036

0.107

Data

0.039

0.072

0.077

0.074

0.112

Difference (%)*

8.33

0

6.94

2.78

4.67

Theory

0.042

Data

0.047

0.085

0.088

0.09

0.131

Difference (%)

11.90

1.19

4.76

7.14

3.97

0.084

0.126

Theory

0.049

Data

0.053

0.096

0.1

0.098
0.101

0.147
0.148

Difference (%)

8.16

2.04

2.04

3.06

0.68

Theory

0.057

Data

0.056

0.107

0.11

0.108

0.163

Difference (%)

1.75

5.31

2.65

4.42

4.12

Theory

0.065

0.113

0.17

0.129

0.194

Data

0.07

0.123

0.13

0.133

0.193

Difference (%)

7.69

4.65

0.78

3.10

0.52

Theory

0.073

Data

0.076

0.142

0.144

0.149

0.218

Difference (%)

4.11

3.40

2.04

1.36

0.91

Theory

0.093

Data

0.1

0.166

0.171

0.195

Difference (%)

7.53

10.75

8.06

4.84

Theory

0.115

Data

0.117

0.205

0.222

0.216

0.322

Difference (%)

1.74

10.87

3.48

6.09

6.40

Theory

0.135

Data

0.139

0.258

0.255

0.282

0.397

Difference (%)

2.96

7.19

8.27

1.44

4.80

0.147

0.22

0.186

0.279

0.23

0.266
4.66
0.344

0.278

0.417

Theory

0.16

Data

0.158

0.345

0.338

0.323

0.503

Difference (%)

1.25

4.54

2.42

2.12

1.21

Average Difference (nm)

0.33

3.6

7.3

Percentile Average Differential
5.55%
4.26%
*Difference (%) = 100 x Theory-Data/Theory
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0.497

8.2
3.11%

History of published observation of Brownian motion goes back to Gray [38],
who, using a Plano convex lens, first identified the irregular motion of a small glass
globule suspended in a fluid. In 1828, the botanist Robert Brown at first presumed a
“living” origin of the motion, but eventually showed that an irregular motion of
“inorganic” grains was also present [39]. The first quantitative examination of Brownian
motion was completed by Gouy, who demonstrated that the motion was not caused by
any external vibration or surface tension but by the thermal motion of the solvent
molecules [40]. He also showed that Brownian motion of colloids decreased with
increasing particle size and solution viscosity.
Albert Einstein used the molecular-kinetic theory proposed by Boltzmann to
obtain an expression for the diffusion coefficients of suspended particles in liquid in his
well-known doctoral dissertation, “Annus Mirabilis,” published in 1905 [41]. Einstein
was then able to evaluate the mean square displacement in terms of Avogadro’s number,
temperature, particle size, and fluid viscosity. Following this theoretical prediction, Jean
Perrin, in 1908, also re-published in 1990, was able to confirm Einstein’s theory
experimentally by measuring the tangential MSD of colloids of a known size in a fluid
for different sampling time intervals [24].
While the Stokes-Einstein diffusion theory assumes free or unhindered Brownian
motion, because of the hydrodynamic hindrance occurring from the no-slip boundary
condition, the theory breaks down as particles approach a solid surface. The idea that the
particle motion remains randomly isotropic is no longer valid, as the dynamics of particle
motion become non-isotropic and the average particle displacement deviates from the
Stokes-Einstein theory [42]. The presence of a solid surface, therefore, necessitates a
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correction of the Stokes-Einstein diffusion coefficient. Considering the slow viscous
motion of a sphere in a quiescent viscous fluid in the near-wall region, Goldman et al.
analyzed rotational and translational motion close to the wall using an asymptotic
solution of the Stokes equation, and they derived a correction term for the hindered
particle movement parallel to the plane wall [43]. Brenner, under the hypothesis that there
is no relative motion at the fluid-solid interface, i.e. no-slip condition, provided an
analytical expression in the form of an infinite series to account for another correction
term for motion normal to the solid surface [44].
Bevan and Prieve [45] experimentally examined hindered Brownian motion of a
6.24 µm diameter sphere by measuring scattered light from the particle surface using
prism-based total internal reflection microscopy (TIRM). Similarly, Pagac et al [46]
applied an external radiation force, using a laser at varying power levels, to 7.5-μm and
15-μm diameter spheres in order to measure the average hindered mobility at multiple
heights. For the effective examination of hindered Brownian motion of small particles,
total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) has proven to be very useful.
Kihm et al. conducted three-dimensional particle tracking for 200-nm fluorescent spheres
under the near-wall hindered Brownian motion using the ratiometric analysis of TIRFM,
also known as R-TIRFM [27].
Furthermore, Banerjee and Kihm[47] attempted to measure hindered Brownian
motion data of the particles and were able to show the compatibility of their data with the
aforementioned theories[42, 43]. Note that only averaged values of Brownian mean
square displacements (MSD’s) are presented over all elevations sampled. For more
appropriate and meaningful validation of the theories, experiments will be necessary to
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obtain spatially resolved, or layered parallel to the wall, distributions of hindered
Brownian motion as functions of height from the solid surface.
The scope of the present study is to experimentally examine the hindered
Brownian motion of nanoparticles parallel and normal to the solid surface by measuring
their mean square displacements (MSD’s) and comparing the results against the theories
for validation. Using the R-TIRFM technique, multi-layered MSD’s are obtained at 25nm increments from the solid surface for the case of three different polystyrene
fluorescent nanospheres (SG = 1.055) 100, 250, and 500 nm in radii.

1.3.2 Theory
A light beam propagating through an internal medium with a higher refractive
index (ni) is refracted, according to Snell's Law, when it encounters a boundary to an
external medium with a lower refractive index (nt). At ray incident angles larger than the
−1
critical angle θ c = sin (nt / ni ) , light is completely reflected at the interface as the total

internal reflection condition prevails at least from a macroscopic point of view. From a
microscopic point of view, a portion of the incident light penetrates through the interface
into the external medium and propagates parallel to the surface in the plane of incidence,
creating an electromagnetic field in the external medium adjacent to the interface. This
field, termed an evanescent wave field, is capable of exciting fluorescent particles
residing in the effective region very near the interface, within less than 1-µm from the
interface. The evanescent wave intensity I decays exponentially with the normal distance
z measured from the solid wall located at z = 0 [15].
 z 
I ( z ) = I 0 exp − 
 z 
p 


(1.12)
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where Io is the incident light intensity at the interface, and the penetration depth
(zp), at which I / I o = e-1, is determined by the incident wavelength in a vacuum (λo )
and the refractive indices of the internal and external mediums (ni, nt), as

zp =

λ0
4π ni2 sin 2 θ − nt2

.

(1.13)

1.3.3 Experimental Setup
Figure 1.13 presents the experimental schematic using an objective lens-based
TIRFM system that allows a substantially enhanced signal-to-noise level in the resulting
images and is more accessible and flexible when compared to a prism based system [48].
The system consists of an oil immersion 60X TIRF objective lens with NA = 1.45, an
Olympus Model IX-50 inverted microscope with a TIRF illumination light guide, a 10
mW Ar-ion CW laser tuned to a wavelength of 488 nm, and a Hamamatsu 14-bit electron
multiplier (EM) CCD digital camera having both functions of a cooled and intensifiedCCD. The total magnification used in the current TIRFM experiment is 90x, resulting
from using a 60x TIRF objective lens, a 0.3x lens in the U-PMTVC, and a 5x PE lens in
the IX-SPT. The illumination kit provides precise control of the incident angle to a high
degree of accuracy, approximately ± 0.16°, resulting in considerable improvement in the
sensitivity of the penetration depth, thus greatly reducing systematic errors.
Fluorescent particles located in the near-wall region are excited by the evanescent
wave illumination field.

The spatially distributed emission intensity signal[49] of the

fluorescent particles, F, is given by:
∞

F (x, y; z p ) = εI o (x, y; z p )∫ [Q ( z )PD ]C ( x, y , z )e

−

z
zp

dz
(1.14)

0
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Figure 1.13: Schematic of TIRFM system with a fiber-optic illumination kit.
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where ε is the quantum efficiency of the imaging system, Q ( z ) is the collection
efficiency of the objective lens defined as the collected power of the CCD divided by the
total emitted power of the particle [50, 51], and PD is the detection probability that can
be assumed to be 1 in most cases.
The two-dimensional fluorescence intensity distributions are predicted as a
function of x and y in the projected area of a single fluorescent particle and the zintegration is essential to account for the resulting fluorescence emission from the threedimensional (spherical) fluorophore distribution C(x,y,z) within a single fluorescent
particle. This is necessary to more accurately describe the resulting fluorescence intensity
since the resulting intensity is determined from integrated contributions of all the
fluorophores contained in the fluorescent particle. The x-y integration is conducted later
on and is shown in detail in this paper [49]. After performing substantial mathematical
manipulations, the normalized intensity [49] detected by the CCD at a given distance
from the surface, h, is given as:
 R
I n (h, R, c) = 4πcz 
 z p
3
p



 cosh R

z

 p



 − sinh  R

z

 p

 − z p
 e


.
h

(1.15)

Though it is possible to determine the absolute elevation h of a particle using Eq.
(1.15) alone, in practice, it becomes very difficult due to the fluorescence concentration
function c, which is difficult to measure and rarely known.

In order to eliminate this

unknown parameter, a ratio of two different intensities can be taken from two different
particle images so that the relative distance can then be calculated as:
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 ∆h 

− 
 z 
 I 1N (h1 , R, c ) 


RaInt =  2
= exp  p 

 I N (h2 , R, c ) 
.

(1.16)

Now, by taking a ratio with respect to a particle image with maximum intensity,
which is assumed to be attached to the solid wall at h = 0, the temporally and spatially
varying elevations of each particle can be readily determined. The ratiometric calculation,
Eq. (1.16), uses the maximum pixel intensity near the center of each particle image, and
the resulting particle location corresponds to the bottom of each spherical particle. The
reference maximum intensity is based on the averaging of at least 100 particles, and the
total data points used for 100, 250, and 500 nm radius particles are 87360, 50568, and
63336, respectively. This average was obtained by placing each particle size in 100mM of
NaCl solution, which essentially eliminated the double layer causing many of the
particles to stick to the surface of the cover slip.

o
The incident angle ( θ i = 62.5 ) for

determining the reference intensity is the same as that used for the Brownian motion
tests.
A similar method for determining particle elevation using intensity measurements
detected by a CCD is presented by Wu and Bevan[52]. However, in this paper elevations
are calculated, for larger 2-µm diameter non-fluorescent particles, by measuring the
scattering intensity of the evanescent wave rather than a fluorescent signal.

Schumacher

and van de Ven measured the scattering intensity of multiple nano-particles (46.2 nm in
diameters), using a photon correlation spectrometer, to examine DLVO curves [53].
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1.3.4 Near-Wall Hindered Brownian Diffusivity
Figure 1.14 shows near-wall tangential MSD data measured for nanoparticles of
three different radii (100, 250, and 500 nm), separately suspended in a 10 mM saline
solution. Each data point represents an average of 80 or more data realizations for the
corresponding fluid layer of 25-nm thickness. Good agreement of the measured MSD’s
with Goldman et al.’s theory validates the predicted near-wall hindrance coefficients for
the case of tangential Brownian motion of nanoparticles.
The intrinsic nature of Brownian motion is examined based on the linearity of
MSD with respect to the sampling time interval at a constant diffusivity condition. Figure
8 illustrates correlations between measured MSD values and the time intervals for an
arbitrarily selected layer between 200 and 225 nm elevations. The straight dashed lines
represent the near-wall hindrance theory by Goldman et al.[43] The Brownian diffusivity
for a given particle size, or equivalently, the correlation slope in Figure 1.15 is constant,
as the fluid properties remain unchanged within the 25-nm thick layer. Though not
repeatedly shown, linearity up to a five-time longer sampling period is observed at other
elevations for the three tested particle sizes. This validates the measurement accuracy of
the TIRFM tracking of the Brown motion of nanoparticles.
Avogadro’s number and the Boltzmann constant are calculated from the measured
MSD’s for further validation of the measurement accuracy [54]. The Boltzmann constant
k can be calculated from

MSD ≡ ( X (t ) − X (0) ) = 2 DH ∆t =
2

2k T
∆t
3π µ d p λ//

,
k=R

and Avogadro’s number is calculated from the relation of
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(1.13)
N A , where the universal
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Figure 1.14: Comparison of measured and theoretical two-dimensional tangential mean
square displacements (MSD’s) at 10 mM salinity. ∆t was set at 17.92 ms for 100-nm
and 250-nm radius particles and at 20.96 ms for 500-nm radius particles.
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Figure 1.15: Mean square displacement in terms of time interval ( ∆t ) for the 200
~ 225 nm band, which includes the penetration depth of 202-nm, where the theoretical
equation of tangential MSD is expressed as 2 D ∆t .
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gas constant R = 8.3144 J K ⋅mole . X(t) and X(0) represent particles locations at two
different times.

As summarized in Table 1.4, the experimentally extrapolated values

closely estimate Avogadro’s number and the Boltzmann constant.
1.4 Epi-Fluorescence Microscopy

Fluorescence microscopy was developed in the early part of the 20th century. The
basic function of the fluorescence microscope is to deliver excitation energy to the
fluorescing species in the specimen and to separate the much weaker emitted
fluorescence light from the brighter excitation light. In doing so, only the emitted light
reaches the detector and a high contrast image is generated. The fundamental main
components of a fluorescence microscope are (1) excitation light sources, (2) wavelength
selection devices, (3) objectives, (4) detectors, and (5) stages and specimen chambers.
Figure 1.16 shows two different microscopic techniques, DICM which will be
shortly explained and epi-fluorescence microscopy, to examine apoptotic morphology
change in HCT116 (colorectal cancer) cells treated with 30 µM of silindac sulfide.
Silindac sulfide is a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug or NSAID.

Live cells are

stained using LavaCell for 6 hours in an incubator (37°C and 5% CO2) and treated with
complete medium containing 30 µM of silindac sulfide. Morphology changes become
more apparent with time as some cells tended to shrink even after 1 hour of treatment.
Furthermore 6 hours after treatment, all the cells shrunk and become sphere shapes as
well as has another characteristic morphological change associated with apoptosis such as
membrane blebbing [55-69]. It is known that when adherent cells enter apoptosis, their
attachment to the extracellular matrix becomes weakened and they retract, probably as a
result of a loss of focal adhesions and membrane blebbing is normally transient and is
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Table 1.4 Extrapolated Avogadro’s numbers and Boltzmann constants.

Particle radius (nm)

Avogadro’s number (atoms/mole)

Boltzmann constant (J/K)

100

(5.834 ± 0.24) × 10 23

(1.427 ± 0.05) ×10 −23

250

(6.61 ± 0.25) × 10 23

(1.259 ± 0.04) × 10 −23

500

(7.34 ± 0.31) × 10 23

(1.134 ± 0.04) × 10 −23

Reference

6.0231 x 1023

1.3807 x 10-23
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Figure 1.16: Time-lapse epi-fluorescence images of HCT116 colorectal cancer cells under
Sulindac Sulfide.
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followed by the appearance of other features of apoptosis and often by cell fragmentation.

1.5 Phase Contrast Microscopy (PCM)
In bright field microscopy (BFM), specimens are imaged by recording the
intensity (amplitude) of the light passing thorough the specimen at the back focal plane of
the objective. However transparent specimens, also referred to as phase specimens15
(transparent specimens), such as living cells, thin tissue slices, and organelles, are
effectively undetectable in BFM as there is little change in the intensity of the incident
light as it passes through the specimen. Thus phase contrast microscopy (PCM),
differential interference contrast microscopy (DICM), and other contrast-enhancing
techniques, which measure phase shifts rather than intensity are needed.
The general idea in phase contrast microscopy is to transform phase shifts
between undeviated light and diffracted light, which passes through a specimen, into
intensity changes that can be seen and recorded by CCD’s. Assume “s” is a surround
(undeviated, undiffracted, zeroth-order) wave, “d” is a diffracted (deviated) wave, and
“p” is a resultant particle wave as defined in equation 1.
r r r
p =s +d

(1.18)

The schematic for BFM in Figure 1.17 (a) shows that a diffracted (d) wave having
a very low amplitude and small (or nonexistent) phase shift results in a particle (p) wave
15

Unstained specimens that do not absorb light are called phase specimens, or transparent specimens,

because they slightly alter the phase of the light diffracted by the specimen, usually by retarding such light
approximately

λ

4

as compared to the undeviated direct light passing through or around specimens. The

human eye is only sensitive to difference in amplitude (brightness) or wavelength (color) not to differences
in phase. However there are no microscopic specimens to create appreciable change in intensity or color of
the light falling through them. The changes in phase only can be caused through specimens.
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(b) Phase Contrast Microscopy (PCM)

Figure 1.17: Phase relationships between the surround (s), diffracted (d), and particle (d)
waves.
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with an amplitude that is nearly equal to that of the surround (s) wave. Therefore because
the undeviated (s) and resultant (p) waves have similar amplitude, there is no generation
of contrast and there can be no clear representation of the specimen.
The phase changes in PCM are shown in the figure 1.17 (b) and figure 1.18,
where the spherical wavefront of diffracted light emerging from specimens is retarded by

λ

4

relative to the phase of the planar surround (undiffracted, s) wave. The surround (s)

wave is then advanced in phase by another λ

4

when it traverses the phase plate16 in

the objective. The net phase shift in PCM is therefore λ

2

such that the advance

undeviated (s) wave is able to participate in maximum destructive interference with the
diffracted (d) waves at the intermediate image plane, resulting in the resultant (p) wave.
The amplitude of the resultant (p) and advanced undeviated (s) waves are considerably
different in the intermediate image plane so that the specimens are shown to be contrastenhancing images in the CCD or through the eyepieces. The images, shown in the figure
1.18, present two adjoining endothelial cells with the use of phase contrast microscopy.

1.6 Differential Interference Contrast Microscopy (DICM)
The differential interference contrast microscopy (DICM) also transforms the
phase shift of light, induced by the combination of refractive index and thickness of
specimens, into detectable amplitude differences but it does not have halo artifact shown
in PCM. Incident light initially passes through a plane polarizer and then is split into two
perpendicular yet in phase components (ordinary wave and extraordinary wave) using a

16

The light passing through the phase ring in the phase plate is advanced by

pass the phase ring.
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λ

4

compared to the light that does not

Figure 1.18: Schematic of phase contrast microscopy (PCM) illustrating amplitude versus
phase after passing through specimens (d- and s-waves), after passing the phase plate in
the objective (d- and advanced (modified) s-waves), and at the image plane where there is
considerable amplitude difference between p-waves and advanced s-waves. All the
graphs have amplitude (y-aixs) versus phase (x-axis). The images are obtained by using
this technique.
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condenser Nomarski prism. The two perpendicular rays are then focused by the
condenser so that they will pass through two adjacent points in the sample. The spatial
difference between two rays is minimal17.

In any part of the specimen in which adjacent

regions differ in refractive index, the two rays are delayed or refracted differently. The
phase shifted and sheared rays are combined through differential interference by the
objective Nomarski prism18

and an analyzer yields a high-contrast rendition of the

gradient (Figure 1.19). The DICM images19 shown the figure 1.19 corresponds to the
mathematical first derivative, rather than magnitude, of the gradient profile obtained from
the specimen optical path difference. A wide variety of specimens can be visualized with
differential interference contrast microscopy (DICM), including very thin filaments, thick
specimens, and sharp interfaces.
It is cheaper to set up phase contrast microscopy (PCM) mainly needing a phase
annulus ring and a objective lens than differential interference contrast microscopy
(DICM) consisting of a polarizer, a condense prism, a Nomarski prism, and a analyzer.
One more thing to consider for a DICM image is that perfect images are captured through
all the materials along the light path should not be birefringent or plastic. However there
are advantages of DICM images over PCM images as follows: (1) no halos, (2) realistic
3-dimensional shape, and (3) optical sectioning under the high magnification.

17

It is acceptably known to be less than the maximum resolution of the objective.

18

The Nomarski objective prism overlays the two bright field images and aligns their polarizations so that

they can interfere. Instead of interfering with a ray of light that passed through the same point in the
specimen, it will interfere with a ray of light that went through an adjacent point and have a slightly
different phase.
19

Because the difference in phase is due to the difference in optical path length, the recombination of two

rays causes “optical differentiation” of the optical path difference, generating contrast-enhancing images.
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Figure 1.19: Schematic of principle of differential interference contrast microscopy
(DICM) using dual-beam interferometers created by polarization optics. Polarizations,
optical path variations, and ray paths are explained at the corresponding stages. Note that
amplitude only varies when there exists differential interference. The images are taken by
DICM and show adjoining two endothelial cells.
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1.7 Interference Reflection Contrast Microscopy (IRCM)
Rainbow color fringe patterns are easily seen everywhere a thin film is present.
This includes an oil film on water, an air or water film between coverslips, and soup
bubbles in the air. The figure 1.20 shows two examples as follows: First, lines were
drawn on the coverglass by using a black color-pen and second, thin water film between
glasses. They produce color fringe patterns shown in the figure that can be captured using
our advanced multi-spectrum interference reflection microscopy.
Basically there are three methods of color imaging using CCD arrays as follows:
(1) In the Mosaic technology used in a DP70 digital color camera, it uses Bayer filter
mosaic. Each block consisting of four pixels contains 2 green filters, 1 blue filter, and 1
red filter. The raw output of Bayer-filter camera is referred to as a Bayer pattern image.
Since each pixel is filtered to record only one of the three colors, two-third of the color
data is missing from each. A demosaicing algorithm is used to interpolate a set of
completed red, blue, and green values for each point to make a RGB images. There exist
many different algorithms. A Bayer pattern image is processed with a correlation-adjusted
version of linear interpolation algorithm and is then reconstructed by interpolation. The
reconstructed image looks good in low contrast area. However the edges of letters have
visible colored artifacts and a rough appearance. This filtering scheme allows us to
capture color images, but since four pixels must be combined to form one color dot, the
resolution of the image is less than a monochromatic image. (2) In order to use a CCD
with multi-color filters, tunable RGB filters can be accommodated with monochrome
CCD camera to obtain a high-resolution color images. There are several ways to have a
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80-µm

Figure 1.20: Two examples; (1) lines were drawn on the coverglass by using a black
color-pen and (2) thin water film between glasses. They produce color fringe patterns
shown in the figure that can be captured using our advanced multi-spectrum interference
reflection microscopy.
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set of filters such as the liquid crystal technology or mechanical shutter system to switch
rapidly between the red, green, and blue color states. Each color state is carefully
designed to transmit, as closely as possible, and wavelength ranges that match the
individual color sensitivity curves of the human eye. The red, green, and blue color states
can be selected by computer control in any order, and the exposure time for each color
can be varied to provide an accurate white balance. Three grayscale images are acquired
in quick succession as the filter automatically changes color states. The images are
combined to obtain true 24-, 36-, or 48-bit color images. No interpolation routines are
needed for getting accurate color, pixel-by-pixel, and the image possesses maximum
sharpness. (3) In the color 3-CCD Camera, three CCD color camera were developed to
eliminate many of the problems associated with a single array color camera. An optical
prism assembly is used to separate an image into three color components. Each spectral
image is captured with a CCD. Using this technique, virtually all of the light for a color
channel arrives at the CCD array. Each color channel CCD utilizes all of its pixels so the
channels are captured and can obtain the full array resolution rather than the reduced
resolution of the single chip color camera. The 3-CCD camera has three times the number
of pixels as a single array camera so the image resolution is improved. Neat filters
mounted in front of each array accurately control the spectral band so the camera can
provide very accurate color representation.
In our system, the second one using one monochromatic CCD with filter wheel
system having blue, green, and red channels is accepted to be our system in order to take
multi-spectrum interference reflection microscopic (MS-IRM) images. Simultaneously
using monochromatic- and color IRM measurements, the detailed characterization of
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cell-matrix gap topology and focal adhesion points will be possible in unprecedented
details and spatial resolutions. The natural fringes occur from the interference of
reflections from two surfaces, one from the cellular bottom membrane and the other from
the glass substrate. The resulting fringe patterns represent the quantitative gap topology
possibly in nanoscale resolutions. The monochromatic IRM images allow measurement
resolution of λ / 4 ~ 100 nm, for the case of a green filter, but provide no information on
the slope characteristics. In comparison (figure 1.21), the MS- IRM provides substantially
finer measurement resolutions because of its multiplicity in fringe spectra. In addition,
the order of color fringes determines the slope of the separation distance topology, i.e.,
the spectrum orders in R-B-G-R for a positive slop and R-G-B-R for a negative slope.
Thus, historically interference reflection microscopy producing monochromatic
fringe patterns have been used to examine cell-to-substrate contacts [70-90]. This gap
information from IRM images tells cell-substrate adhesion (figure 1.22), such as focal
contacts shown darker streaks which is the closest distance, close contacts shown to be
dark area which are a little bit more distant than focal contacts, and large cell-to-substrate
distance shown bright, which are other area than focal contacts and close contacts. IRM
images are obtained by interference of reflected lights from the interface at the glassmedium and medium-bottom membrane. Reflection from the top membrane produces a
signal that is too weak to capture.
The developed advanced multi-spectrum interference reflection microscopy (MSIRM) having better resolutions and uphill/downhill information of the bottom
morphology of cells is mainly used to examine cell-to-substrate contacts and to estimate
gap morphology between a cell and substrate.
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Monochromatic IRM

Multi-spectrum IRM

(a) Mono-IRM (Green)

(b) Color-IRM

Figure 1.21: Mono-/color- interference reflection microscopic images (86 µm x 60 µm)
and the corresponding schematics telling uphill/downhill of bottom morphology.
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Figure 1.22: Experimental setup for multi-spectrum interference reflection microscopy
(MS-IRM) on the bottom left corner, schematic of cell-substrate adhesion and its
corresponding MS-IRM images, and IRM images from each channel and merged
channels.
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CHAPTER 2
ELECTRICAL SENSING

2.1 Introduction
The study of cells had not been made possible until the invention of the light
microscope. There are, however, a lot of limitations in using them to examine cellular
physiology including morphology changes, cellular division, and cellular micromotion
due to the fact that mammalian cells are tiny, translucent, and colorless. Techniques for
understanding the finer structure of cells weren't developed until the latter part of the19th
century, when staining methods that can provide sufficient contrast became available. The
study of cellular functions and responses has been done for decades to better understand
the workings of the cell body as well as its structure. As technology has advanced, the
capabilities and sensitivity of cellular studies has greatly improved. A more recent
technology has been developed to study electrical properties of cells by stimulating them
with an electrical signal and analyzing its response. This unique technique of measuring
the cellular electrical response has created a new way of dynamically examining cells.
Much of the intricate and complex behavior of organisms can be attributed to the
electrical activity of the cell. Various processes like sensory perception, cardiac function,
muscle control, thought, etc. are all partially controlled and regulated by the electrical
activity and response of different cells in the body. Structurally, cells are composed of a
lipid bilayer membrane enclosing an intracellular ionic solution. This membrane contains
numerous proteins, receptors, ionic channels, and ionic pumps which are responsible for
maintaining the ionic concentrations within the cell and the intracellular potential relative
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to the extracellular potential [91].
The major advances in electrophysiology, which had been first established in
nerve tissue by L. Galvani, began in 1934, when Alan Hodgkin began his research into
the physiology of nervous tissue. Despite the many advances in the study of cellular
electro-physiology, there were still many questions unresolved such as (1) what
controlled ion flow through the membrane, (2) were the pore-like openings in the
membrane, and (3) did transporter molecules exist.
Throughout the last decade, elaborate experimental methods to isolate and culture
mammalian cells in vitro have been developed and constantly improved so that cell
cultures for almost any tissue of living creatures may be obtained. This has been largely
motivated by the desire to study particular cell types apart from the complexity of an
entire organism in well defined laboratory conditions. However, for maximum scientific
information it is not sufficient to have the cell cultures available, it is also important to
develop sensitive laboratory techniques to either monitor the behavior of living cells noninvasively by using sensors or to manipulate them using actuators.
With the advent of micro fabrication technologies, which have allowed us to
develop microelectrode arrays, dynamic measurements of electrical properties of the cells
have become a common method for inference of various cellular processes [91]. Of all
the methods involving the analysis of electrical signals from these biological specimens,
the electrical impedance measurement technique is the most widely used to monitor
cellular activities.
The Electric Cell-substrate Impedance Sensing (ECIS) system is a novel
biosensor designed for real time monitoring of cell behavior including attachment,
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motility and cytotoxicity in a continuous fashion. It was developed by Drs. Ivar Giaever
and Charles R. Keese [92-94] in 1984 and commercialized in the early 90`s. The novelty
in the ECIS setup was stimulating the cell by a weak electric signal and analyzing its
response which was completely different from the traditional method of recording and
analyzing the inherent electrical property of the cell. This method thus provided a new
dimension in cell research which allowed the continuous tracking of cellular adhesion,
growth and micromotion and even the cellular response to toxic substances and
pharmacological agents [94-97].
Besides gold electrodes, which are commercially available, there are several types
of electrodes to electrically measure cellular physiological properties as long as the
materials of electrodes are conductive and bio-compatible. The biosensor subjects cells
growing on gold microelectrodes to small ac electric current. Since the cells behave
essentially like insulating particles, a very weak and non-invasive current (< 1 µA), is
used to perform the measurement. As long as cells started attaching and spreading, this
current must flow around the cell which refers the increases in the calculated electrical
resistance. An interesting feature from the impedance results is the fluctuation in the
calculated impedance, which is always associated with living cells and persists regardless
sub-confluence and/or confluence cell inoculations. This behavior is attributed to micromotion, the tightness changes in cellular adhesions such as cell-cell adhesion and cellECM (extracellular matrix) adhesion, the number of packed cells on the working
electrode, and the morphology change in viable cells. The resistance read out is
complicatedly dependent on electrode coverage, cellular adhesion tightness, the cellular
shape, cytoplasm conditions, the number of cells, and the case of confluent or sub71

confluent cell layers. Since the electrodes are very close to the cell bodies, this electrical
measurement is very sensitive and capable of resolving changes in cell shape much
smaller than the resolution of an optical microscope.

2.2 Experimental Setup
The Instrumentation of the biosensor is based on ECIS technology, which
measures the voltage drop across the working electrode to the counter electrode. The
cardinal part of the instrumentation is the specially engineered slide which has a series of
wells suitable for cell culture and an array of gold electrodes that forms the base of the
slide which bridges the electronics of the biosensor setup to the individual wells. It
should be noted that electrodes can be made of any bio-compatible and conductive
materials, such as gold used for many commercial electrodes and Indium Tin Oxide
(ITO) which is proposed and developed in this experiment.
The cells are deposited on the electrodes which may be pretreated with an
adherence promoting protein called fibronectin. However this general surface treatment
on the electrode surface is not carried out since the factor of surface material is another
important observation to examine the cell growth rate. These cells form a monolayer over
the electrodes as they settle down. A small non invasive current of about 1 µA is passed
through the gold electrodes, which results in a voltage across the electrodes oscillating at
the same frequency as the applied current.
The working principle of the electrical biosensor setup is that the change in the
morphological characteristics of the cell can be detected as a change in the measured
impedance. The measured voltage drop reflects the adhesion of the cells to the electrode
surface. The barrier function associated with the endothelial monolayer restricts the
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current flow and a marked increase in the resistance is observed during the time during
which the cells reach confluence over the electrode. The impedance difference between
naked scans, where there is no cellular attachment, and attached scans, where there are
cellular attachments and spreading involved, can be seen by normalizing the data. After
the cells reach confluence over the electrode, the steep change in the measured data is
reduced to small fluctuations that can be measured over time. These fluctuations can be
attributed to the micro-motion of the cells over the electrode surface. This arrangement
thus serves as a basis from which we can subject the cells to various external stimuli and
signals and monitor its response.

2.1.1 Lock-in Amplifier
The lock-in amplifier is a device which is used to detect and measure very small
AC signals down to the level of a nanovolt. It has the unique ability to accurately
measure small signals which may be buried in noise signal thousands of times larger than
the original signal of interest. The amplifier uses a technique known as phase-sensitive
detection which singles out the signal at a specific reference frequency and phase while
filtering out noise, which exist at different frequencies. Even when the output of the
instrument reads full scale the input sensitivity of the lock-in amplifier is achieved by
adjusting the gain of the signal path. The input circuits are devised in such a way that
they can handle signals many times larger than the calibrated value and thus makes a
reliable measurement possible. This performance feature is called "dynamic reserve" and
is a measure of the ability of a lock-in amplifier to recover signals that are buried in
noise.
In this paper, the Lock-in amplifier was used to provide a non-invasive current of
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1 µA through the electrodes by applying an ac voltage of 1V through a series resistance
of 1MΩ so as to excite the cells in the electrode wells. The Lock-in amplifier is also used
for the phase-sensitive detection of the resulting voltage across the electrodes using the
principle previously discussed. The data was acquired for a wide range of frequencies
ranging from 10 Hz to 105 Hz. The lock-in voltage source impedance, Zs, was measured
to be approximately 50Ω and the input impedance, Zv, of the phase sensitive etector had
resistive, Rv, and capacitive, Cv, components of 10 MΩ and 25 pF, respectively. To
evaluate Rb and Cm model parameters, which characterize the endothelial cell barrier
function, it was necessary to convert the voltage measurements into corresponding
impedance values. The measured voltage conversion to the corresponding impedance are
done considering all the resistance and capacitance of sources and all the cable in order to
reduce systematic errors.

2.1.2 DAQ
The Data Acquisition System (DAQ) for this investigation is devised using the
National Instruments Signal Conditioning eXtensions for Instrumentation (SCXI) DAQ
package. The system consists of a chassis which acts as the base of the acquisition setup,
the module which acts as the signal conditioning circuit, the terminal block which act as
connectors for I/O signals to the system and a plug-in DAQ device. The plug-in DAQ
device can be replaced with a module which has an inbuilt DAQ card. The chassis, which
is highly rugged and made of aluminum, contains an analog bus, a digital bus, and a
chassis controller regulating bus operations. The analog bus transfers all the analog
signals at the input modules to the DAQ device while the digital bus is controlled by the
DAQ device for chassis operation. The modules are the heart of the DAQ system as they
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perform the important function of signal conditioning. The module acts as a multiplexer,
amplifier, and filter, and can also isolate voltage and current signals. There are different
types of modules available and the choice depends on the application. The terminal block
consists of attachments to the front of the module and act as a convenient interface for
connecting I/O signals to the system. There are two types of terminal blocks, the directmount block and the terminal block extensions. The former, as the name suggests are
directly connected to the module using connector screws while the latter is connected to
the module using shielded cables. The DAQ system for this investigation has used the
SCXI-1140 module housed in a SCXI 1000 chassis. The terminal block used is a SCXI1331 which connects the input from the lock-in amplifier to the module, which switches
the signal between the five electrode arrays to excite the cells. The response is then
detected by the lock-in amplifier and passed on to the terminal block which routes it
through the module to the DAQ board on the computer. The data acquisition software
collects the data from the DAQ board and stores it for further analysis.

2.1.3 Electrical Circuit
A data acquisition and analysis system was implemented using LabVIEW.
Figure 2.1 shows a schematic illustration of the impedance measuring circuit
configuration. A reference voltage source provided an ac 1vp-p reference signal via a
series 1 MΩ resistor, Rcc, to the electrode array.

A National Instruments SCXI-1331

switch made successive connections between the different working electrodes and the
counter electrode of each array.

The source voltage generator resistance, Rs, was 50 Ω.
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Figure 2.1: Electrical impedance measuring circuit.

lock-in
amplifier

The electrode array was connected

to a lock-in amplifier voltage source through a 1MΩ series resistor to provide an
approximately constant 1µA current source. The measured voltage was used to estimate
the impedance.
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Since the series resistance was significantly larger the electrode impedance over
the range of frequencies used in this study, an approximately 1 µA constant current was
provided to the electrode.

An SR830 lock-in amplifier measured the electrode voltage.

The input impedance of the lock-in amplifier was equivalent to a parallel resistor, Rv, and
capacitor Cv combination of 10 MΩand 10 pF, respectively.

The source and lock-in

amplifier cable have parasitic capacitance, Cps and Cpv, respectively.

Direct

measurements of the cable parasitic capacitances were made using an LCR meter and
incorporated into the circuit model to estimate the impedance based on the lock-in
voltage measurement.

2.3 Impedance Measurement
Impedance is the frequency-dependent opposition of a conductor to the flow of an
alternating electric current. A measure of impedance (Z) is composed of the sum of two
vectors, resistance (R) and reactance (Xc), measured at a particular frequency and is
described mathematically by the equation Z2 = R2 + Xc2.
Resistance is the opposition of a conductor to the alternating current, and as the
electric current travels through the body, resistance is basically the same as in nonbiological conductors. Reactance is produced by the additional opposition to the current
from the capacitant (storage) effects of cell membranes, tissue interfaces, and structural
features. Early studies of bioelectrical impedance focused on the meaning of impedance
measures in relation to the water and electrolyte content of the body, and to physiological
variables such as thyroid function, basal metabolic rate, estrogenic activity, and blood
flow in human and animal tissues. These explorations developed into some of the
present-day areas of impedance cardiography, pulmonary impedance, brain impedance,
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and impedance imaging. The use of bioelectrical impedance to estimate body
composition developed from more recent exploratory works in the areas of singlefrequency and multiple-frequency impedance. An alternating current is used for
bioelectrical impedance analysis because it penetrates the body at low levels of voltage
and amperage. In a complex electrical structure such as the human body, the part of the
fluid volume measured by bioelectrical impedance is also a function of the current
frequency. At low frequencies of less than about 5 kHz, the bioelectrical current travels
primarily through extracellular fluids, but as the frequency increases, the current starts to
penetrate body tissues, creating reactance. At high frequencies (above 100 kHz), the
current is assumed to penetrate all conductive body tissues or all of the total body water
in the conductor and supposedly overcomes the capacitant properties of the body,
reducing reactance to zero. One of the earliest devices was manufactured by Hanna and
Johnson (1968) who produced an array of 20 or 30 electrodes on a plastic sheet using
photo etching techniques. Their device however was intended for surface potential
recording due to the size of the electrodes. Although designed for recording from cardiac
cells, one of the original microelectrode devices manufactured was by Thomas et al.[98].
The basic fabrication principles of this method are still used in more modern designs.
This microelectrode array was etched into thin metal films deposited on glass cover slips.
Thin-film nickel layers were vacuum deposited onto a glass coverslip and were insulated
with a thin layer of insulating polymer. The coverslip was then exposed to light through a
photographic negative image of the desired electrode pattern. The polymer was removed
and the metal remaining uncovered was removed with acid. The nickel was then goldplated, re-insulated, and the electrodes exposed by repeated light exposure with a second
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negative image of the desired pattern. Electrode impedance was improved by coating the
electrode tips with platinum black. Their system contained 30 microelectrodes arranged
in two rows 50 mm apart; the distance between electrodes in rows was 100 mm. Using
this system Thomas and colleagues (1972) were able to record potentials from cultured
chick cardiac cells. Successful implementation of the microelectrode system by Thomas
et al. inspired many investigators to extend its use to monitor the electrical activity of
many organisms like bacteria, algae [99], neurons [100] and also various organs in the
body. With the rapid development of fabrication techniques and advent of visualization
methods, monitoring the health of cells and tissues and following their dynamics has
provided a plethora of information, thus solving many mysteries which have puzzled
investigators over the years. Yet, it is predicted that there is a long way to go before we
can completely understand the complexity of cellular function and activity.

2.3.1 Resistance
Figure 2.2 show the normalized resistance as a function of time and dose of
Tolfenamic Acid (TA) from 0 to 30 µM to examine apoptotic morphology changes in
HCT116 cancer cells. The cell concentration used here was 2x 105/ml. Representative
time-dependent normalized resistances and reactances are selected to be scanned at 5.62
kHz where there is the maximum value among 17 frequencies at each time step. For the
sake of clarity, symbols are marked at every 20th data point. The higher concentrations of
tolfenamic acid produce a reduction in the normalized impedance components that reflect
increasing numbers of apoptotic cells. Apoptotic cellular morphology changes are
associated with cell shrinkage, cell rounding, and disintegration of cell-cell and cellsubstrate contacts. These change creates a decrease in the normalized impedances.
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Figure 2.2:

Normalized resistance,

( Rc − R n )

Rn

. The terms R and X represent the

resistance and reactance, respectively and the subscripts c and n indicate cell covered and
naked scans, respectively.
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2.3.2 Reactance
Measurements were performed simultaneously using the same batch of HCT116
cells. The cell concentration used here was 2 x105/ml. Representative time-dependent
normalized reactances shown in the figure 2.3 are selected to be scanned at 5.62 kHz
where there is the maximum value among 17 frequencies at each time step. For the sake
of clarity, symbols are marked at every 20th data point.
The well-known existing methods to examine apoptosis are fluorescence
microscopy, flow cytometry, and other biochemical assay using agarose gel
electrophoresis or enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). While they are all
stationary and need fluorescent or radioactive probes, the micro-impedance measurement
is a new bio-analytical technique capable of non-invasively and dynamically monitoring
apoptosis-induced changes in the 3-dimensional cellular shapes in real time without any
probes. Both resistance and reactance at 0 µM keep increasing because of the increase of
cell-cell and cell-substrate adhesion, while all other normalized resistances and
reactances decreased after they reached their maximum during the 97 hour measurement.
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Figure 2.3: Normalized resistance,

(Xc − X n )

Xn

. The terms X represent the resistance

and reactance, respectively and the subscripts c and n indicate cell covered and naked
scans, respectively.
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CHAPTER 3
INTEGRATED DYNAMIC LIVE-CELL OPTO-ELECTRIC SYSTEM

3.1 Experimental Setup
The dynamic cellular imaging system (figure 3.1) makes it possible to
comprehensively examine the spreading, attachment, and confluence characteristics of
live cells under environmental challenges in a way that has not been previously prevalent.
The system integrates a number of existing as well as newly implemented imaging
techniques: bright field microscopy (BFM), epi-fluorescent microscopy (EFM), phase
contrast microscopy (PCM), differential interference contrast microscopy (DICM),
interference reflection microscopy (IRM), and total internal reflection fluorescent
microscopy (TIRFM). The integrated imaging system can provide visible and
quantitative knowledge of both interfacial response of cells under multiple stimuli and
cellular interaction with bio-vesicles.

3.2 ITO Biosensor
Cellular micro-impedance measurements have found extensive application in
quantifying cellular adhesion and barrier function.

A relatively recent method, referred

to as Electrical Cell-Substrate Impedance Sensing (ECIS) pioneered by Giaver and Keese
[92-94], has become increasingly used to study and quantify cellular physiology [29, 97,
101-111].

This biosensor is based on a gold two-electrode configuration that consists of

a small working electrode and a larger counter electrode.

Although this electrode

configuration has the potential to probe cellular barrier function in terms of cell-cell
adhesion, cell-matrix adhesion and cellular membrane properties, the optical properties of
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Figure 3.1: Integrated and dynamic live-cell opto-electric system.
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gold limit its ability to perform simultaneous electrical impedance and microscopy
measurements.
The combined electrical conductivity and optical transparency of indium tin oxide
(ITO) makes it an attractive alternative to gold as a microimpedance biosensor [112-120].
Indium-tin-oxide is stable in electrolyte solutions and the transparent properties of this
electrode allow the simultaneous optical investigations using phase contrast, interference
reflection and fluorescence microscopy.

Despite its potential importance in probing

cellular barrier function both electrically and microscopically, few studies have examined
the fabrication and performance of ITO electrodes for this particular application.
This study describes the fabrication and performance of an ITO biosensor array
that is compatible with porcine pulmonary artery endothelial cell growth.

The naked

and cell covered ITO frequency response is examined using 250 and 500 m diameter
electrodes and directly compared to a 250 m diameter industry standard gold electrode
with similar array dimensions.

This study is motivated by the fact that the ability to

combine electrical microimpedance measurements with microscopy methods presents a
number of opportunities to study cellular physiology.

3.2.1 Fabrication Process
Figure 3.2 shows a photograph of an assembled array of five transparent ITO
electrodes with top and side view schematics. Arrays of five working ITO electrodes
were fabricated with either 250 or 500 µm diameter electrodes, respectively.
electric current flowed between a working electrode and the larger counter electrode.
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The

Figure3.2: Indium tin oxide–silicon nitride electrode array. By etching either a 250 or 500
µm diameter hole in the insulating silicon nitride layer an array of five electrodes was
formed. Each electrode made an electrical contact with a common 2 cm2 counter
electrode via a 400 µL well. Letters, “UTKITO”, are easily seen through the ITO layer
coated on the glass slide demonstrating the high transparency of the material.
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Figure 3.3 summarizes the ITO electrode fabrication process.

The ITO

biosensor array consisted of six 100 nm ITO film electrodes deposited on a 76 mm x 26
mm glass slide using an AJA ATC2000 RF magnetron sputtering system.

Five of the

electrodes were used as working electrodes while the sixths was a common counter
electrode.

The sputtering target consisted of 90wt. % In2O3 and 10wt. % SnO2. The

base pressure prior to the sputtering deposition was below 5.3 µPa. During sputter
deposition, a flow rate of 25 sccm of Ar-H2 was introduced into the chamber to produce a
3 mTorr pressure. The ITO sputtering power was 200 W and the film was deposited for
15 minutes at a temperature of 400 oC. Subsequent to the ITO thin film sputtering,
photoresist (955CM-2.1) was spin-coated for 50 seconds at 3000 rpm resulting in a
nominal 1.5 µm thickness. After spin coating, the photoresist was soft baked at 90 °C for
45 seconds, exposed to a 365 nm wavelength for 1.5seconds using a Karl Suss MA6
contact lithography system, post exposure baked at 120 °C for 45 seconds, and developed
in CD-26 developer for 70 seconds. Finally, the ITO was wet etched with Cyantek LCE11 etchant at 40 °C. Stripper solution then removed the photoresist at 70 °C.
On the top of the patterned ITO electrode, RF magnetron sputtering in argonhydrogen (5 % H2) and nitrogen gases deposited an insulating 300nm silicon nitride film.
The sputter deposition condition of the Silicon Nitride film was 100 W RF power, 5
mTorr pressure, 25 sccm Ar-H2, and a 25 sccm N2 gas flow at a temperature of 300 oC. A
similar photolithography process as described for the ITO film pattern produced the
silicon nitride layer.

The silicon nitride insulating wells on the array were patterned by

reactive ion etching (RIE) with SF6/O2 chemistry.
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1. ITO sputtering deposition (RF magnetron sputtering)

2. Spin coating using photoresist (955CM-2.1)

3. Soft baking
4. UV exposure (Karl Suss MA6 contact aligner)
UV

5. PEB (post exposure baking)
6. Developing process using CD-26

7. Wet etching using Cyantek LCE-11

8. PR strip: wet strip with stripper solution

Glass

ITO

Photores

Mask

Figure 3.3: Fabrication of ITO thin film microelectrode on slide glass. A 90 %
In2O3/10 %SnO2 100 nm layer was sputter coated onto slide glass. Using standard
photolithography methods, an array of five ITO electrodes and a single counter electrode
was developed.
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The cellular impedance can be detected because the working electrode
constrictive impedance dominates the impedance of the whole system.

The insulating

silicon nitride (Si3N4) layer was resistant to ethanol sterilization. Electrodes were
therefore sterilized with a 70 % ethanol 30 % de-ionized (DI) water solution and then
rinsed with sterilized DI water. All the wells were inspected using microscopy imaging
prior to use.

3.2.2 Qualitative optical characteristics
Endothelial cells isolated from porcine pulmonary arteries were cultivated on bare
glass, 100 nm thick ITO coated on the coverglass, and 47.5 nm thickness of gold thin film
coated on 2.5 nm titanium coated on the coverglass in an incubator at 37 oC and 5 % CO2.
The cell culture media consisted of M199 (GibcoBRL) and 10 % fetal bovine serum
(Hyclone) supplemented with BME vitamins (Sigma), L-glutamine (GibcoBRL),
penicillin and streptomycin (GibcoBRL), and BME amino acids (Sigma). The culture
was maintained for approximately one week, at which point the cells reached confluence.
Once they reach confluence, endothelial cells grown on three different substrates
are taken by using bright-field microscopy (BFM), phase contrast microscopy (PCM),
and differential interference contrast microscopy (DICM).
The PCM images (figure 3.4) of PPAECs on a bare glass are comparable to the
corresponding images on a 100nm ITO-coated glass, while no discernable cellular image
is available for Au/Ti-coated glass under the same illumination intensity.
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Figure 3.4: Qualitative optical characteristics of ITO thin film using a set of brightfield,
phase contrast, and differential interference contrast microscopic images of PPAECs
cultivated on a coverglass of 170 µm thickness, a glass surface coated with a 100 nm
thick ITO layer, and a glass surface coated with 2.5 nm titanium and 47.5 nm gold layer.
Phase contrast cell images of the 100 nm thick ITO film on slide-glass are comparable to
those of pure coverglass and far superior to those on the 47.5 nm thick gold film on slideglass.
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3.2.3 Quantitative optical characteristics
Figure 3.5 shows normal transmittance, calculated for bare slideglass (I) and Au
(47.5 nm)/Ti (2.5 nm)-coated slideglass (II) and measured for bare slideglass (III),
nm ITO-coated slideglass (IV), 500-nm ITO-coated slideglass (V), and

100-

Au/Ti-coated

slideglass (VI). The transmittances are measured using a Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR
spectrophotometer

(Version

1.9,

Varian)

that

consists

of

a

double

Littrow

monochromator, two beam path holders (one for reference and one for sample),
PbS/InGaAs detectors, and covers from UV (200 nm) to NIR (800 nm) at intervals of 1
nm and a scanning rate of 10 nm/sec. Measurements are repeated five times at each
wavelength, and the extended bars indicate the resulting standard deviations.
In order to validate the experimental data, the transmittance of the multilayer thin
film structure is calculated using the characteristic transmission matrix and taking the
wave interference effect into consideration. The characteristic transmission matrix of the
m-th layer is expressed on the basis of s-polarized light as follows:

M
M m ( z ) =  11
 M 21

2π
i
2π


p% m d m ),
p% m d m ) 
cos(
−
sin(

M 12 
p% m
λ
λ
,
=

M 22  m 
2π
2π

cos(
p% m d m ) 
 −ip% m sin( λ p% m d m ),
λ


%
%
%
where pm = nm cos θ m .

(3.1)

%
The complex angle of incidence θ m is given from the

%
%
generalized Snell’s law, sin θ i = nm sin θ m , where i means incident, and d m denotes the
thickness of the m-th layer. The complex refractive index of the m-th layer is defined as
n%m = nm − iκ m , where both refractive index (n) and extinction coefficient( κ ) depend on
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Figure 3.5: Normal transmittance, calculated for bare slideglass (I) and Au (47.5 nm)/Ti
(2.5 nm)-coated slideglass (II), and measured for bare slideglass (III), 100-nm ITOcoated slideglass (IV), 500-nm ITO-coated slideglass (V), and Au/Ti-coated slideglass
(VI).
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the wavelength ( λ ).
Assuming all layers are nonmagnetic, the overall transmission matrix M is defined
by multiplication of the elementary matrix of Eq. (1) for the total N layers, i.e., m = 1, 2,
3, … , N as follows:
N
M
M = ∏ M m ( z ) =  11
m =1
 M 21

M 12 
M 22 

.

(3.2)

Assigning m = 0 for the incident air medium and m = N+1 for the transmitting air
medium, the overall transmittance (T) for multi-layers is given as:

T=

p% N +1
t
p% 0

t=

2

,

2 p% 0
( M11 + M12 p% N +1 ) p% 0 + ( M 21 + M 22 p% N +1 )

.

(3.3)

The calculated transmittance, Eq. (3.3), is in agreement with the measurements
for the cases of bare slideglass (I) and gold-coated slideglass (II), for the visible range in
Fig. 1. The transmittance of the ITO-coated coverglass is not calculated because the
complex refractive index of the present ITO thin film is unavailable. At λ = 510 nm
(green light), the measured transmittance of 88% for 100-nm thick ITO sputtered layer on
slideglass shows a mere 3.2% reduction from the transmittance of 91.2% for bare
slideglass, whereas the transmittance is dramatically reduced by more than 90% for the
case of the industry standard Au (47.5 nm)/Ti (2.5 nm)-coated coverglass.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Naked and Cell Covered Gold and ITO Electrode Frequency Dependent
Impedance
Figure 3.6 shows the frequency dependent resistance and reactance of a 250 µm
diameter gold electrode (A), a 250 µm diameter ITO electrode (B), and a 500 µm
diameter ITO electrode (C). Each of the figures compares the measured resistance and
reactance between the naked electrode and cell-covered electrode. The measured
resistance increases when the electrode is covered with cells, for both the gold and the
ITO electrodes demonstrating the feasibility of using the ITO electrode as a bioimpedance sensor.
Figure 3.7 shows the normalized real and imaginary impedance of the same data
shown in Figure 3.6. The 250 µm ITO electrode shows similar but somewhat reduced
sensitivity to endothelial cell attachment compared to the 250 µm gold electrode. The
measurement sensitivity of the cell-covered electrode resistance shows the highest in the
range of 1 to 10 kHz with a peak around 5.62 kHz for the gold electrode and 3.62 kHz for
the ITO electrode.
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(a) 250 µm gold electrode
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(b) 250 µm ITO electrode
Figure 3.6: Real and imaginary frequency dependent impedance response of naked and
cell covered 250 µm gold (A) and 250 µm ITO (B) electrodes. Measurements were
performed simultaneously using the same batch of ECs.
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Figure 3.6: Continued. Real and imaginary frequency dependent impedance response of
naked and cell covered 500 µm ITO (C) electrodes. Measurements were performed
simultaneously using the same batch of ECs.
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Figure 3.7: Frequency dependent normalized resistance (A) and reactance (B) of cell
covered 250 µm gold, 250 µm ITO and 500 µm ITO electrodes.
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3.3.2 Endothelial Cell Attachment to a 500 µm ITO Electrode
Figure 3.8 shows the frequency dependent changes in electrode impedance as a
function of time during the cellular attachment of PPAECs to a 500 µm ITO electrode.
An initial peak in the resistance occurred approximately one hour after cell inoculation on
the ITO electrodes. The normalized resistance illustrates a peak sensitivity in the
frequency range between 500 Hz and 10 kHz.

Following the initial peak the normalized

resistance stabilizes and slowly decreases over several hours.
Figure 3.9 shows a confluent cellular image on a 500 µm ITO electrode with a
10x objective lens. This confirms cellular attachment with ITO silicon nitride
bioelectrodes even without fibronectin as well as demonstrates that the ITO electrode is a
good tool for both electrical measurement and optical visualization.
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Figure 3.8: A stack of normalized resistance as a function of time during a cellular
attachment for a 500 µm ITO electrode. 8 normalized resistances as a function of
frequency and time are chosen for the sake of complexity.
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Figure 3.9: Phase contrast cell image on the 500 µm ITO- Si3N4 electrodes. All the
attached scan wells in each electrode have similar cellular attachment patterns. The image
size is 615.5µm x 461.4µm. The darker gray region outside the exposed circular
electrode region represents the Si3N4 layer.
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CHAPTER 4

SIMULTANEOUS OPTICAL AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
OF ENDOTHELIAL CELLS’ ATTACHMENT ON ITO
BIOSENSORS

4.1 Cytoskeleton and Morphology
The ability of eucaryotic cells to adopt a variety of shapes and to carry out
coordinated and directed movements depends on a complex network of protein filaments
that extend throughout the cytoplasm. This network, or the cytoskeleton, is a highly
dynamic structure that reorganizes continuously as the cell changes its shape, divides, and
responds to its environment. It is also responsible for the crawling of cells on a
substratum, muscle contraction, shape changes of a developing vertebrate embryo, and
the machinery for intracellular movements such as the transport of organelles from one
place to another in the cytoplasm. It is, furthermore, responsible for the segregation of
chromosomes during mitosis [121] .
The characteristics of cytoskeleton can be expressed simply: first, actin filaments
are essential for many movements of the cell, especially those at its surface; second
microtubules are thought to be the primary organizers of the cytoskeleton; finally,
intermediate filaments, which have a rope like structure provide cells with mechanical
strength [121, 130-133].
The cytoskeleton has been known to be mainly composed of actin filaments,
microtubules and intermediate filaments. Each type of filament is formed from a different
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protein subunit: actin proteins for actin filaments, tubulin proteins for microtubules, and a
family of related fibrous protein, such as vimentin or lamin for intermediate filaments. A
wide variety of accessory proteins that bind to the actin or microtubulin enables distinct
functions of the filaments in different regions of a cell. These also link filaments to one
another or to other components, such as the plasma membrane. Furthermore the rate and
extent of the filament polymerization are controlled in many ways. Among the filament
related proteins, motor proteins hydrolyze ATP to produce force and directed movement
along the filaments. The cytoskeleton enables the living cell, like a city, to have many
specialized services concentrated in different areas but extensively interconnected by
paths of communication.[122-129]

4.1.1 Actin filaments
Actin filaments also known as microfilaments (figure 4.1) are two-stranded
helical polymers of the protein actin. They have a flexible and dynamic structure, with a
diameter of 5-9 nm, and are organized into a variety of linear bundles throughout the cell.
They are most highly concentrated in the cortex, just beneath the plasma membrane with
a variety of actin-binding protein. This actin-rich layer controls the shape and surface
movements of most animal cells.
Actin is a highly conserved cytoskeletal protein that is present at high
concentrations in nearly all eucaryotic cells. Purified actin exists as a monomer in low
ionic strength solutions and spontaneously assembles into actin filaments on addition of
salt provided ATP is present. As with tubulin, the polymerization of actin is a dynamic
process that is regulated by the hydrolysis of a tightly bound nucleotide. In cells,
approximately half of the actin is kept in a monomeric form through its binding to small
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Figure 4.1: A stained confocal image of actin filament using Texas Red Dye.
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proteins such as thymosin. In the cortex of animal cells, actin molecules continually
polymerize and depolymerize to generate cell-surface protrusions such as lamellipodia
and microspikes. Polymerization can be regulated by extracellular signals binding to cellsurface receptors that act through heterotrimeric G proteins and the small GTPase Rac
and Rho. The varied forms and functions of actin in eucaryotic cells depends on a
versatile repertoire of actin-binding proteins that cross-link actin filaments into loose gels,
bind them into stiff bundles, attach them to the plasma membrane, or forcibly move them
relative to each other. Tropomyosin, for example, binds along the length of actin
filaments, making them more rigid and altering their affinity for other proteins. Filamin
cross-links actin filaments into a loose gel. Fimbrin and α-actinin form bundles of
parallel actin filaments. Gelsolin mediates Ca2+-dependent fragmentation of actin
filaments, thereby causing a rapid solation of actin gels. Various forms of myosin use the
energy of ATP hydrolysis to move along actin filaments, either carrying membranebounded organelles from one location in the cell to another or moving adjacent actin
filaments against each other. Sets of actin-binding proteins are thought to act
cooperatively in generating the movements of the cell surface, including cytokinesis,
phagocytosis, and cell locomotion.

4.1.2. Intermediate filaments
Intermediate filaments are tough and rope-like fibers with a diameter of
approximately 10 nm. They are made of intermediate filament protein, which constitute a
large and heterogeneous family. One type of intermediate filament forms a meshwork
called the nuclear lamina just beneath the inner nuclear membrane. Other types extend
across the cytoplasm, giving cells mechanical strength and carrying the mechanical
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stresses in an epithelial tissue by spanning the cytoplasm from one cell-cell junction to
another.
Intermediate filaments are strong, rope-like polymers of fibrous polypeptides that
resist elongation and play a structural or tension-bearing role in the cell. A variety of
tissue-specific forms are known that differ in the type of polypeptide they contain: these
include the keratin filaments of epithelial cells, the neurofilaments of nerve cells, the glial
filaments of astrocytes and Schwann cells, the desmin filaments of muscle cells and the
vimentin filaments of fibroblasts and many other cell types. Nuclear lamins, which form
the fibrous lamina that underlies the nuclear envelope, are a separate family of
intermediate filament proteins. The monomers of different types of intermediate filaments
differ in amino acid sequence and have very different molecular weight. But they all
contain a homologous central rod domain that forms an extended coiled-coil structure
when the protein dimerizes. Two coiled-coil dimers associate with each other to form a
symmetrical tetramer, which in turn assembles in large overlapping arrays to form the
nonpolarized intermediate filaments. The rod domains of subunits form the structural
core of the intermediate filament, whereas the domains at either end can project outward.
One function of the variable terminal domains may be to allow each type of filament to
associate with other components in the cell, so as to position the filaments appropriately
for a particular cell type.
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4.1.3 Microtubules
Microtubules are long, hollow cylinders made of the protein tubulin. With an
outer diameter of 25 nm, they are much more rigid than actin filaments. Microtubules are
long and straight and typically have one end attached to a single microtubule organizing
center (MTOC) called the centrosome while the other remains unchanged in the
cytoplasm. In many cells microtubules are highly dynamic structures that alternately
grow and shrink by the addition or loss of the tubulin subunits. The motor proteins move
in one direction or the other along a microtubule, carrying specific membrane-bounded
organelles to desired locations in the cell.
Microtubules are stiff polymers of tubulin molecules. They assemble by addition
of GTP-containing tubulin molecules to the free end of the microtubule, with one end
(the plus end) growing faster than the other. Hydrolysis of the bound GTP takes place
after assembly and weakens the bonds that hold the microtubule together. Microtubuleorganizing centers such as centrosomes protect the minus ends of microtubules and
continually nucleate the formation of new microtubules, which grow in random directions.
Any microtubule that happens to encounter a structure that stabilizes its free plus end will
be selectively retained, while other microtubules will depolymerize. The tubulin subunits
in microtubules that have been selectively stabilized are modified by acetylation and
detyrosination. These alterations are thought to label the microtubule as mature and
provide site for the binding of specific microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs), which
further stabilize the microtubule against disassembly. In general, dynein move cargo
toward the minus ends of microtubules, while most kinesins move cargo toward the plus
ends. Such motor proteins are largely responsible for the spatial organization and directed
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movements of organelles in the cytoplasm.

4.2 Background
Simultaneously acquired optical microscopic images and electrical microimpedance measurements have a number of potential biomedical applications.
Although the information obtained from micro-impedance measurements compliment
many existing optical microscopy techniques, it is a complicated and sensitive function of
the cellular state.

In particular, the measured electrical impedance is a function of the

cellular morphology, cell-matrix attachment, and the degree of cell-cell contacts.
Combined optical and micro-impedance measurements, therefore, have the potential to
elucidate a number of complex cellular processes that optical and electrical
measurements are not capable of independently.
A particularly novel approach to cellular impedance measurements was
pioneered by Giaever and Keese [92, 94]

Since then, electrical impedance

measurements have been applied to a number of biological problems that deal with
cellular barrier function and adhesion [101, 109, 134].

Electrical impedance

measurements have been used to evaluate the model parameters associated with cell-cell
and cell-matrix junction formation [135, 136]. In addition, measurements at a single
frequency have found applications in cellular motility studies. The vast majority of
these studies, however, have been performed using gold microelectrode arrays.
Although gold electrodes have attractive properties, they are relatively opaque, making
simultaneous microscopy measurements difficult or infeasible in most cases.
Indium tin oxide (ITO) films have the unique property of being both electrically
conductive and optically transparent [118-120].
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As a result, ITO films have found a

number of interesting applications in studying surface molecular biology [115, 117] and
excitable cells [112, 113, 116].

There have, however, been surprisingly few ITO

applications in the measurement of cellular barrier function. Hilldebrand et al. [137]
examined the thrombin induced changes in human umbilical vein endothelial cell barrier
function while acquiring phase contrast microscopy images.

Choi et al. [138] examined

the properties of an ITO silicon nitride electrode and its use to electrically measure the
growth, attachment, and response of porcine endothelial cells to the drug Cytochalasin D.
The results of these studies demonstrate the potential of ITO bioelectrodes for acquiring
simultaneous optical and electrical measurements.
This study examines the time dependent attachment and spreading of porcine
pulmonary artery endothelial cells (PPAECs) on optically thin ITO electrodes using
concurrent optical and electrical micro-impedance measurements.

Specifically,

differential interference contrast microscopy (DICM) images are recorded simultaneously
with frequency dependent resistance and reactance measurements as a function of time.
By digitally processing the images, the time dependent changes in cellular morphology
and electrode coverage are obtained and compared with the corresponding impedance
measurements.

4.3 Methods and Materials
4.3.1 Cell Culture
Porcine pulmonary artery endothelial cells (PPAECs) were isolated from fresh
porcine arteries obtained from a local abattoir.

The endothelial cells were removed from

the intimal artery walls by carefully scraping them off with a scalpel. The cell culture
media consisted of M199 (GibcoBRL) and 10% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone)
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supplemented with BME vitamins (Sigma), L-glutamine (GibcoBRL), penicillin and
streptomycin (GibcoBRL), and BME amino acids (Sigma). The culture was maintained
until the cells reached confluence, and then they were passaged.

Passaging generally

occurred once a week, and passages four through eight were used for testing in this study.
Trypsin-EDTA (1X, GibcoBRL) was used to detach cells for passaging and electrode
inoculation. Cells were cultivated in an incubator that kept the temperature at 37°C and
the CO2 level at 5%.

Cells suspended in M199 were inoculated directly onto a

sterilized ITO-Si3N4 microelectrode that was not previously coated with any adhesion
molecules such as fibronectin.

4.3.2 Microscopy and Image Processing
Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of the optical and electrical impedance measuring
apparatus.

An SR830 lock-in amplifier circuit generated a current through the ITO

electrode and measured the resulting electrode voltage.

A computer equipped with a

PCMCIA card and a LabView based data acquisition program controlled the amplifier
and performed frequency scans.

Cells were kept viable using an incubator

(WeatherStation, Olympus) that kept the temperature (37°C), humidity, and CO2 (5%)
levels constant. These controlled conditions were crucial to keep cells alive during long
time lapse measurements.

The imaging system consisted of a 20 long working

distance objective lens with a numerical aperture (NA) equal to 0.4, an Olympus Model
IX-71 inverted microscope with a polarizer (IX-LWPO), a DIC prism (IX2-DIC20) in the
long working distance DIC condenser (IX2-LWUCD, NA=0.55), a transmitted Nomarski
prism (U-DICTS), an analyzer (IX2-AN), a 100 W Halogen lamp house (U-LH100-3,
Olympus), and a Hamamatsu 14-bit electron multiplier (EM) cooled and intensified109

Figure 4.2: Integrated optical and electrical impedance measurement system schematic.
Differential interference contrast microscopy images are acquired simultaneously with
electrical impedance measurements. An environmental chamber maintains a humidified,
37oC, and 5% CO2 atmosphere for dynamic long time-lapse measurements. The
measured impedance is a function of the current flow under the cells, between the cells,
and the capacitively coupled current through the cell membranes.
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CCD digital camera. Additionally, a mechanical shutter was synchronized with the CCD
camera to minimize any effects the halogen lamp may have had on cell growth [139]. The
total magnification used in the current imaging system was 32X, resulting from a
20Xobjective lens and a 1.6Xlens in the DIX71S1F, which approximately fit the
entire ITO working electrode.

Differential interference contrast image and impedance

measurements were taken simultaneously at three minute time intervals.
Image processing was performed using a series of deconvolution and edge
detection filters to identify the cell boundaries and to estimate the total cell covered
electrode area. Each image was deconvolved using a Lucy-Richardson deconvolution
algorithm with a Gaussian point spread function and the background was removed from
the cell-covered areas using high and low threshold limits [140].
obtained using Canny and Sobel filters.

Binary images were

An overlay image was subsequently

constructed to compare the digitally processed image with the original image.

This

permitted the cell-covered area to be quantified by determining the total number of pixels
that had not been eliminated by the filters.

4.3.3 Electrical impedance measurements
Electrical impedance measurements were performed using a Stanford Research
SR830 lock-in amplifier.
array via a 1 MΩ resistor.

A 1 vp-p ac signal was generated and connected to an electrode
Although this provided an approximately 1 µA current source,

corrections based on the circuit model were made to estimate the actual impedance from
the electrode voltage measurement. The lock-in amplifier had an input impedance
characterized by a parallel combination of a 10 MΩresistor and a 25 pF capacitor.
The ac voltage source resistance was 50Ω, and the capacitance of each coaxial lead, Cpv
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and Cps, was approximately 86 pF.

Fabrication of the ITO electrodes is explained in

detail in a previously published paper[138].
The voltage was sampled at a rate of 32 samples per second using a filter time
constant of 32 ms and a 12 dB/decade roll off every 3 minutes. The averages and standard
deviations of the 32 sampled voltages were calculated for each set of measurements.
Frequency sweeps using 15 logarithmically spaced frequency samples between 10 Hz
and 100 kHz were obtained for the naked electrode and the cell inoculated electrode
during cellular attachment.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Electrical scan summary
Figure 4.3 shows the time dependent changes in normalized resistance and
reactance at 1.0 kHz, 1.77 kHz, 3.16 kHz, and 5.62 kHz during the attachment of
PPAECs to a 250 µm diameter ITO electrode.

The zero time point corresponds to the

cell inoculation time. The normalized resistance, (Rc-Rn)/Rn, and the normalized reactance,
(Xc-Xn)/Xn, were calculated from the cell covered and naked electrode resistances, Rc and
Rn, and reactances, Xc and Xn, respectively.

An initial peak in the normalized resistance

and reactance occurred approximately four hours after cell inoculation on the ITO
electrodes.

Following the initial peak, the normalized resistance and reactance

stabilized and slowly decreased over several hours.

The normalized resistive

component of the naked electrode was consistent with small amounts of drift.

In

addition, changes in both the resistive and reactive components were observed during the
first several scans until the environmental chamber parameters, such as the CO2 level, pH,
and temperature stabilized.
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Figure 4.3: Normalized resistances (solid lines) and normalized reactances (dashdot lines)
as a function of time. The terms R and X represent the resistance and reactance,
respectively and the subscripts c and n indicate cell covered and naked scans, respectively.
Among the 15 frequency scans acquired, four representative frequencies are selected to
illustrate the cellular attachment of PPAECs to a 250 µm ITO electrode. For the sake of
clarity, every 20th data point is marked with symbols; for 1.0 kHz, ∆ for 1.77 kHz, ◊ for
3.16 kHz, and Ο for 5.62 kHz.
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Figure 4.4 summarizes the time dependent evolution of the normalized resistance
and reactance as a function of frequency.

The normalized resistance peaked around 1

kHz while the normalized reactance appeared to increase with increasing frequency
following an initial attachment phase.

The resistance and reactance changes were a

complex function of the endothelial cell attachment, spreading, and micromotion.
Although the impedance measurements were a sensitive function of the cellular
attachment parameters, these measurements alone could not sufficiently evaluate the
dynamic cellular morphology changes coupled to the cell-cell and cell-substrate adhesion,
and cell-covered area on the working electrode.

4.4.2 Image segmentation and cell covered area estimation
Figure 4.5 shows a time series of DICM images of endothelial cells on a 250
m diameter ITO electrode following a sub-confluent and confluent endothelial cell

inoculation.

The first row shows the sub-confluent time series, and the second row

shows the confluent series.

During the endothelial cell attachment and spreading

process, the cells start with a globular morphology and then gradually flatten.

In the

sub-confluent case, approximately 25 cells became attached to the working electrode.
At 6 minutes after inoculation of cells onto an ITO electrode, two cells began to spread,
while the rest retained their globular morphology for approximately 30 to 33 minutes.
In the confluent case approximately 6 minutes after inoculation, a few cells began
spreading, while most cells remained globular for approximately 30 to 33 minutes. The
cell-covered areas remained almost constant after the PPEACs reached confluence.
However, the cells became more tightly packed and much flatter over time. There were
approximately 55 and 65 cells on the working electrode at t = 450 minutes and t = 900
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(a) Normalized resistance

(b) Normalized reactance

Figure 4.4: Representative surface plots of normalized resistance (a) and reactance (b)
attach scans of PPEACs on a 250 µm diameter ITO electrode as a function of frequency
and time following a confluent inoculation density.
The surfaces consist of
approximately 300 frequency spectrum scans that were sampled at three minute time
intervals.
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(c) Normalized resistance

(d) Normalized reactance

Figure 4.4: Continued. Representative surface plots of normalized resistance (a) and
reactance (b) attach scans of PPEACs on a 250 µm diameter ITO electrode as a function
of frequency and time following a confluent inoculation density. The surfaces consist of
approximately 300 frequency spectrum scans that were sampled at three minute time
intervals. Plots (c) and (d) show normalized resistance and reactance, respectively for
PPEACs’ attachment at t = 9 min, 60 min, 120 min, 180 min, 270 min, 600 min, and 900
min. (c) The normalized resistance as a function of frequency shows a monotonic
increase with time up to approximately 600 minutes at which point saturation occurs. (d)
The corresponding normalized reactance also shows an increase with time during the
cellular attachment phase.
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Figure 4.5: Differential interference contrast microscopy images of PPAECs on a 250 µm
diameter ITO-Si3N4 electrode. The top row shows a set of images for a sub-confluent
inoculation and the bottom row shows a set of images for a confluent inoculation. The
magnification is 32x providing a 250 µm x 250 µm field of view. The initial
inoculation density was carefully chosen to produce either a sub-confluent or confluent
endothelial cell attachment pattern.
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minutes, respectively. For both sub-confluent and confluent endothelial cell inoculations,
the time required for the initial cell spreading stayed relatively constant. Another
comparison made for these two cases was the settling time, defined as the initial time
when the number of cells remained constant for a period of 4 consecutive images. The
settling time for the confluent case was approximately 15 to 18 minutes, while the
settling time for the sub-confluent case was approximately 21 to 27 minutes.
Figure 4.6 summarizes the image processing results used to evaluate the cell
covered electrode area in this study.
a Gaussian point spread function.

A deconvolved image, (a), was first obtained using
The following image, (b), removed a portion of the

background from the cell-covered areas using high and low threshold limits, while a
complete binary image, (c), was separately obtained using a Canny or Sobel filter.

The

local gradients were compared to high and low threshold values, either provided by the
user or internally calculated, to roughly detect the cell boundary.

A pixel by pixel

comparison of images (b) and (c) was then made to more accurately define the cell
membrane boundaries.

Generally, a portion of each cell was removed using the

threshold filter since some of these pixels had similar intensities compared to those of the
surrounding medium.

This is a general characteristic of differential interference contrast

microscopy (DICM).

The intensities in a cell varied from darker to brighter or brighter

to darker along the shear axis. The diagonal filter compensated for this eliminated area
and specified single cells.

Another filter, called a stitch filter, was employed to

completely fill holes in cells to produce image (f).

Finally, a removal filter deleted the

defects that appeared as cells but were possibly small air bubbles or optical artifacts.
The final overlay image, (h), was constructed from images (a) and (g), to compare the
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Figure 4.6 Image processing flow chart and digitally processed images following each
filter step. To automate the cell covered area estimation, a sequence of image
processing steps is carried out. (a) Deconvolved image with examined area outside
electrode set to zero. (b) After applying threshold filtering with high and low threshold
limits. (c) Binary image created using a Canny filter. (d) Image after combining (b)
and (c). (e) After applying diagonal filter along the shear axis. (f) After the filling
filter. (g) After removal filter. (h) Overlaying image with (a) and (g) for the
comparison of actual and calculated areas.
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digitally processed image with the original image. The last image (h) gives the area
covered by cells using the image processing algorithm and quantifies any eliminated or
overestimated areas produced by the algorithm.
Figure 4.7 shows 4 digitally processed representative overlay images of PPAECs
and normalized cell-covered area as a function of time.

The imaging processing

software identified single cells and their boundaries until they reach confluence. Overlay
images were used to visually check cell-occupied areas overestimated or discarded from
digital image processing. The graph validates the results obtained by digital image
processing by comparing them with those acquired by manual area estimation. The
average difference between digital image processing and manual area estimation for each
experiment was observed to be less than 5%.

4.4.3 Combined Opto-electric Analysis
Figure 4.8 compares the time dependent changes in the normalized resistance and
normalized cell-covered area for a sub-confluent and confluent cell inoculation.

In both

cases, the normalized resistance did not completely reflect the amount of the electrode
covered with cells.

Changes in cell-matrix and cell-cell attachment, which altered the

resistance, complicated the correlation between cell covered area and resistance.

In both

cases, however, their time dependent patterns are similar.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the changes in normalized resistance with normalized cellcovered area for both the sub-confluent and confluent cases. Three distinct intervals are
considered and will be referred to as the settling zone, the linearly correlated zone, and
the saturated zone.

For the settling zone, the normalized cell-covered area first

increases abruptly due to the increasing number of cells. A total of 25 cells in the sub120

Figure 4.7: Overlay images comparing the cell covered areas estimated using the image
processing algorithm and manual cell covered area estimates. The overlay images are
used to visually check the areas that are discarded or overestimated after image
processing. The graph validates the cell-covered area estimates obtained from digital
image processing by comparing those obtained by manually tracing the cell boundaries.
The maximum difference between the two methods is approximately 8% for this sample
where cells reached confluence at approximately 100 minutes. The term Ac denotes the
cell-covered area and Ae denotes 0.043 mm2 electrode area.
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Figure 4.8: Normalized resistance (dash lines) and normalized cell covered area (solid
lines) versus time for the (a) sub-confluent (b) confluent cases shown in Fig. 5. The
normalized resistance and the normalized cell-covered area have similar time dependentpatterns. Both electrical impedance and DICM image data were simultaneously acquired
at 3 minute time intervals.
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(a) Sub-confluence cell inoculation
Figure 4.9: Normalized resistance versus normalized cell-covered area for the (a) subconfluent shown in Figure.4.5.
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(b) Confluence cell inoculation
Figure 4.9: Continued. Normalized resistance versus normalized cell-covered area for the
(b) confluent shown in Figure.4.5. The error bars shown for selected data points indicate
the difference between manual area estimates and those calculated using the digital image
processing algorithm. Estimated errors for the normalized resistance are smaller than
the symbol size. The times t1 and t2 represent the times necessary for most cells to
spread and the time to reach approximately 5% of their maximum electrode covered area,
respectively. For the confluent case, the maximum covered area is approximately 99%
of the total electrode surface area and for the sub-confluent case the maximum covered
area is approximately 70% of the total electrode area.
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confluence case and 65 cells in the confluence case do not appreciably change the
normalized resistance.

In the linearly correlated zone the normalized cell-covered area

proportionally increases with the normalized resistance showing both sub-confluence and
confluence cases have an analogous starting time, which is around t1. Also, a linear
relationship between the normalized cell-covered area and normalized resistance is
shown.

For the saturated zone, in the sub-confluence case the normalized cell-covered

area slightly decreases while the normalized resistance remains relatively constant as the
cell-substrate adhesion is much tighter and flatter.

In the confluent case, however, the

normalized cell-covered area remains constant while the normalized resistance
continuously increases as a possible result of increasing cell-substrate and cell-cell
adhesion. The cells look much flatter and more tightly packed in these cases. Changes
in normalized resistance and reactance are a complicated function of the normalized cellcovered area, cell-cell adhesion, and cell-substrate adhesion. All of these factors can be
considered both optically and electrically with a transparent conductive ITO electrode.
Increasing cell-cell and cell-matrix adhesion states, however, are consistent with the more
tightly packed and flatter cell morphologies. This confirms cellular attachment with ITO
silicon nitride bioelectrodes as well as demonstrates that the ITO electrode is a good tool
for both electrical measurement and optical visualization.
Each sub-confluent and confluent cellular inoculation needs to be considered on
a case by case basis. For the confluent case, which lasted up to 19 hours, the cell
covered electrode morphology is relatively constant after reaching confluence. However
the population of cells was observed to fluctuate. In another confluent case considered in
this study, after 13 hours some of the cells appeared to migrate from the working
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electrode surface to the insulating layer area thus leaving bare areas.

In all the sub-

confluent cases, the cells migrate more freely than the confluent case, and as a result,
there are greater fluctuations in the total cell covered area.

4.4 Discussion
Although electrical signals are extremely sensitive to the different stages of
cellular attachment, they are a complicated function of the degree of cell-cell and cellmatrix interaction as well as the fraction of the covered electrode surface area.

Several

degenerate states, giving similar electrical impedances, can potentially arise under very
different degrees of electrode coverage and states of cellular attachment.

In some cases,

for example, it is possible to have a small fraction of the electrode covered by tightly
adhering cells that gives rise to a similar impedance measurement produced by a
confluent covering of loosely attached cells.

Simultaneous optical images can provide a

direct measure of the fraction of the electrode covered by cells and, therefore, remove this
ambiguity
The results of this study show that even when the electrode is inoculated with a
large density of cells, a finite attachment time is required for cells to completely cover the
electrode surface. During this time, it is easy to misinterpret the increasing electrical
impedance signal as arising from the increasing degrees of cell-substrate or cell-cell
attachment. A direct visual measurement will differentiate these states.
Different normalized resistance values were found for different tests due to
several variables. First, the medium for each test may have a slightly different ion
concentration. Second, the number of cells on the working electrode, as mentioned
previously, varies with each test. Finally, the electrical characteristics of individual
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electrodes may change slightly over time. Therefore, the impedance values measured
with different electrodes and at different times are not appropriate to directly compare
with each other.

As a result, a more accurate way to examine the effect of cell growth

on the change in resistance over time is to supplement the resistance measurements with
microscopic images.
The ability to simultaneously perform electrical impedance and optical imaging
of cellular cultures has a number of potential applications. Microscopic images permit a
more direct picture of cell-cell and cell-matrix states to be interpreted from electrical
impedance measurements. The potential application of fluorescent molecules, particularly
green fluorescent proteins, or GFPs, offer a number of opportunities for a more
quantitative interpretation of electrical impedance measurements.

The combination of

interference reflection microscopy and electrical impedance measurements may further
elucidate the role of cell-matrix adhesion on the electrical signal.

In particular,

interference reflection microscopy (IRM) may help to quantify the role that cell-matrix
separation distance fluctuations play in the measured impedance signal.
Excellent resolution and improved cell boundary visibility can be obtained using
DICM, particularly in the adjoining cellular regions that have larger optical gradients.
In general, the use of a high numerical aperture objective lens provides optical slicing in a
thick specimen without confusing images. The shear axis, which is a chief characteristic
in DICM and along which the maximum contrast exists, can be exploited in the
application of image processing algorithms, particularly those that implement a diagonal
filter. Annoying halos, encountered in phase contrast microscopy (PCM), are absent in
DICM images.

Plastic materials, such as tissue culture dishes, commercial gold
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electrode, and other birefringent specimens, however, are not suitable for DICM
measurements because of their affect upon polarized light.

Thus, in order to properly

use the DICM technique, all the materials along the light path must consist of glass since
plastics or acrylics change the characteristics of both the ordinary and extraordinary rays.
The transparent conductive ITO-Si3N4 electrodes used in this experiment are sufficiently
compatible with DICM imaging.
Phase contrast microscopy (PCM) yields image intensity values as a function of
specimen optical path length magnitude while DICM creates the contrast by optical path
length gradients, or the rate of change in the direction of wavefront shear.

This is the

most important characteristic that is exploited in the digital image processing. Unlike
PCM, DICM produces an improved contrast image by introducing bias retardation by the
objective Nomarski prism whose net result is to render the image in a pseudo 3dimensional relief, where regions of increasing optical path difference appear much
brighter or darker.
The ITO electrodes used in this study were recyclable and in fact have been used
more than 100 times so far without any apparent decrease in performance.

Similar gold

electrodes can typically be used only once. In addition, the ITO-Si3N4 electrodes were
resistant to ethanol sterilization.

Some forms of photoresist that are used for the

insulating layer are solubilized in ethanol and are harder to sterilize and clean for
repeated applications. Compared to silicon nitride, initial attempts to use SU-8 as a
photoresist were unsuccessful because it was not resistant to ethanol sterilization.

When

the electrode arrays with an SU-8 photoresist were rinsed with ethanol the SU-8
contracted or shrunk.
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In order to effectively determine the settling time and the spreading time higher
frame rates are strongly recommended. Additionally higher frames per second are also
needed to optically detect micromotion, motility, and cell-cell and cell-substrate
interaction in detail. A single frequency scan for the impedance measurement of
endothelial cells is desirable to electrically measure their sensitive activities.

4.5 Conclusion
The simultaneous dynamic opto-electric observation of endothelial cells using
DICM imaging and impedance measurements provided a clearer interpretation of the
time dependent changes associated with cellular attachment and spreading.

The

combination of optical and electrical methods, therefore, provided a more quantitative
and qualitative assessment of dynamic cellular morphology changes, cell-cell and cellsubstrate adhesion changes, and cell-covered area changes. The fraction of the cell
covered area was in qualitative agreement with the electrical impedance during the
attachment phase following cell settling to the electrode surface. Digital image processing
automated the cell covered area estimation and was validated using manual area
estimation.
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CHAPTER 5

CYTOTOXICITY MEASUREMENT

5.1 Introduction
Endothelial cell toxicity [141-145] may be caused by pharmacological agent
interaction with membrane molecules that initiate a series of interactive cascades of
signaling leading to eventual lesions. Any external stimuli, such as a toxic agent, can
perturb cellular membrane functions which are responsible for normal physiological
behavior. In particular, drug-induced vascular injury is characterized by inflammation,
intimal proliferation, neutrophil infiltration, internal elastic lamina breaks, apoptosis, and
aneurysms. Thus, new drug development must consider inevitable toxicological concerns
induced by drugs. Therefore, in vivo or in vitro cytotoxicity experiments are important to
examine morphological changes and cellular adhesion changes following the change of
membrane molecules caused by toxic agents.
In vivo cytotoxicity experiments use whole animals in testing a new compound
and combination of compounds. These experiments, however, are difficult and
undesirable are raise concerns regarding animal welfare.

As a result, new developments

in cost effective cell culture methods are desirable to experimentally manipulate and
directly observe the response of living and developing tissue/cells to toxic agents in a
controlled setting [141-143, 145].
A major advantage of in vitro tissue/cell culture systems is that aspects of
metabolic, chemical and morphological changes induced in the cultures by experimental
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variables can be assessed in a relatively straightforward fashion. Morphological changes
can be examined easily and photographed in living cultures using only a light microscope
in the following two ways: (1) Cultures can be fixed and stained for more in-depth
morphological examination at any time throughout the culture period and (2) cells grown
culture dishes are directly visualized without any staining methods.
The primary goal if this study is to examine the bottom morphology changes
related to cell-substrate adhesion, i.e., gap between cell and substrate, caused by
cytochalasin D 20 onto endothelial cells using dynamic multi-spectrum interference
reflection microscopy (MS-IRM). Three complementary method are also included: (1)
Biochemical analysis to measure the number of viable cells using spectrophotometry, (2)
confocal imaging for cellular imaging after staining fixed cells in cytotoxicity research,
and (3) micro-impedance measurement referred to as electrical cell-substrate impedance
sensing (ECIS) [92-94, 146].
It should be noted that multi-spectrum interference reflection microscopy (MSIRM) is one of microscope techniques available in the advance dynamic live-cell optoelectric detection system previously explained as a label-free and dynamic method.

To

our knowledge, the MS-IRM imaging technique with supplemental bio-chemical and bioelectrical methods is a potential package to examine cytotoxic-induced endothelial cell
damage, morphology changes, adhesion changes, and vascular toxicity, which is strongly
related to angiogenesis [147-162].

20

Cytochalasin D is a cell permeable mycotoxin, which causes both the association and dissociation of

actin subunits, disrupts actin filaments and inhibits actin polymerization. Its molecular weight is 507.6 and
formula is C30H37NO6 .
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5.2 Method and Materials
5.2.1 Cell Culture
Endothelial cells were isolated from porcine pulmonary arteries obtained from a
local abattoir.

The endothelial cells were cultivated in an incubator at 37 oC and 5 %

CO2. The cell culture media consisted of M199 (GibcoBRL) and 10 % fetal bovine serum
(Hyclone) supplemented with BME vitamins (Sigma), L-glutamine (GibcoBRL),
penicillin and streptomycin (GibcoBRL), and BME amino acids (Sigma). The culture
was maintained for approximately one week at which point the cells reached confluence.
They were then regularly passaged once a week.

For this study, passages between four

and nine were used for measurements. Trypsin-EDTA (1X, GibcoBRL) was used to
detach cells for passaging and electrode inoculation.

5.2.2 Automated Live Cell Imaging System
Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of the dynamic live cell imaging system having
phase contrast microscopy (PCM), differential interference contrast reflection microscopy
(DICM), and multi-spectrum interference reflection microscopy (MS-IRM). Cells were
kept viable using an incubator (WeatherStation, Olympus) that kept the temperature
(37°C), humidity, and CO2 (5%) levels constant. These controlled conditions were crucial
to keep cells alive during long time lapse measurements. The imaging system consisted
of a 100X objective lens with a changeable numerical aperture (NA) from 0.7 to 1.35, an
Olympus Model IX-71 inverted microscope with a polarizer (IX-LWPO), a DIC prism
(IX2-DIC100) in the long working distance DIC condenser (IX2-LWUCD, NA=0.55), a
transmitted Nomarski prism (U-DICTS), an analyzer (IX2-AN), a phase annulus, a 100X
phase objective lens, a 100 W Halogen lamp house (U-LH100-3, Olympus), a Xenon
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of phase contrast microscopy (PCM), differential
interference contrast microscopy (DICM), and interference reflection contrast
microscopy (IRCM) used in the dynamic live cell environmental incubation chamber and
imaging system.
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light, and a Hamamatsu 14-bit electron multiplier (EM) cooled and intensified-CCD
digital camera.

A filter wheel system21 was added to allow multi-color blue, green, and

red channels. A z-directional control unit (ZDC) acts as a focus drift compensator and
uses a 785 nm laser beam on the glass surface to detect the position of the cover glass
with respect to the objective. An offset value can be used to assure images are taken at a
desired target position.

5.2.3 Micro-impedance
A data acquisition and analysis system was implemented using LabVIEW. The
impedance measuring circuit configuration is shown in the schematic illustration in figure
2.1. A reference voltage source provided an ac 1vp-p reference signal via a series 1 MΩ
resistor, Rcc, to the electrode array. A National Instruments SCXI-1331 switch made
successive connections between the different working electrodes and the counter
electrode of each array.

The source voltage generator resistance, Rs, was 50 Ω. Since

the series resistance was significantly larger than the electrode impedance over the range
of frequencies used in this study, an approximately 1µA constant current was provided.
An SR830 lock-in amplifier, shown in figure 5.2, measured the electrode voltage.
The input impedance of the lock-in amplifier was equivalent to a parallel resistor, Rv, and
capacitor Cv combination of 10 MΩand 10 pF, respectively.

The source and lock-in

amplifier cable have parasitic capacitance, Cps and Cpv, respectively. Direct measurements
of the cable parasitic capacitances were made using a LCR meter and incorporated into
the circuit model to estimate the impedance based on the lock-in voltage measurement.
21

In the filter wheel system, mechanical shutters for excitation for transmitted light and excitation and emission for

reflected lights were synchronized with the CCD camera to minimize any effects either the halogen lamp or Xenon
light may have had on cell growth [139]
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Figure 5.2: Experimental setup for the electrical cell-substrate impedance sensing system.
This system consists of a lock-in amplifier, Data acquisition board, computer, and ITO
electrodes. The voltage drop across the working and counter electrode is measured. The
corresponding impedance is calculated from this measured voltage based on the circuit
model (figure 2.1) of this impedance measurement including all the resistance and
capacitance from cables and source.
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Among a total of 17 even logarithmically space frequencies between 10 Hz and
100 kHz, 5.16 kHz was chosen because this frequency showed the highest sensitivity for
cellular attachment and spreading. The preliminary naked scan checked for any debris on
the ITO-Si3N4 electrodes as well as electrode defects. An one (1) second naked scan
sampled at a rate of 32 Hz was then performed for the naked electrodes. The electrodes
were then inoculated with 400 µL porcine pulmonary artery endothelial cells (PPAECs)
and M199. One well of 500 µm electrode arrays was filled with only medium to
provide a control. During the cellular attach scans data was acquired at a rate of 32 Hz for
1 second, using a 30 ms filter time constant and 12 dB/decade roll off.

5.2.4 Proliferation Assay
Endothelial cells were plated into 4 sets of 96 wells with 100 µl, shown in figure
5.3. The number of cells in each well was approximately 4000. The next day, the cells
were treated with 0, 0.03, 0.3, and 3 µM of cytochalasin D while the first culture dish was
measured spectrophotometry to provide a reference control before being treated.

At

each time point after cell treatment, 20 µl of Celltiter 96 AQuous one solution was added
into each well. The culture dish was left for 1 hour in the incubator and then
spectrophotometry measurements were performed.
The Celltiter 96 AQuous one solution cell proliferation assay is a colorimetric
method for determining the number of viable cells in culture in a multi-well plate format.
It can be used in many applications such as cell proliferation, chemo-sensitivity, cell
attachment, and cytotoxicity. This assay can be performed by adding a small amount of
Celltiter 96 AQuous one solution reagent directly to culture wells, incubating one to four
hours and then recording absorbance at 490 nm with a spectrophotometric plate reader.
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Figure 5.3: Example of plating cells onto 96 wells for cell proliferation assay. After cells
are plated, medium only was put into the surrounding wells in order to minimize the
evaporation of medium during the experiment.
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The quantity of formazan product as measured by the amount of 490 nm absorbance is
directly proportional to the number of living cells in culture.

5.2.5 Immunofluorescence
The Immunofluorescence technique consisted of four important procedures
namely fixation, permeabilization, blocking and staining. Fixation is the first and
foremost procedure which preserves the cellular ultrastructure and antigenic protein sites.
The main intent of the fixation procedure is to maintain the original morphology of the
cell. There are a plethora of commercially available fixative agents and the choice of the
agent depends upon the protein of interest. Formaldehyde is known to preserve actin well,
and hence was used as the fixation agent in this case. After proper cell fixation, it was
necessary to permeabilize the cells. The goal of this procedure is to permeabilize the
plasma membrane so as to make it accessible to the stains and anti-bodies used in the
procedure. It is important to block other potential protein-binding sites which would
result in non-specific binding. A blocking agent, that does not react with the anti-bodies
used but does react with the other potential binding proteins, is selected to perform this
task. In this study, Triton-X and BSA were used in appropriate concentrations as the
permeabilization agent and blocking agent, respectively. After the above mentioned
procedures, the cells were stained for the actin filaments using Phalloidin, commercially
available as Texas red dye. On completion of the staining procedure, the sample was
taken to the confocal microscopy facility and the imaging session was carried out.
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5.2.6 Time-scales in the cytotoxicity measurement
Figure 5.4 shows the time scales of experimental methods used to examine the
cytotoxicity effect of cytochalasin D on endothelial cells. First endothelial cells were
plated with the appropriate concentration determined by the measurement of interest.
The “0” hour time point refers the replacement time for the untreated medium with
treated medium containing 3 µM cytochalasin D. At four hours, the treated medium
was replaced with complete medium, and at eight hours the experiment was terminated.
Thus, all the measurements were done for 4 hours under the toxic agent of cytochalasin D
and for another 4 hours after replacing the treated medium with new complete medium.
While micro-impedance measurements begin as soon as cells are inoculated onto the
electrodes, the biochemical analysis, stained confocal images, and multi-spectrum
interference reflection microscopic images typically begin 1~2 days after inoculation in
order for the cells to have time to tightly adhere to the substrate.
In the biochemical analysis, spectrophotometry was measured every hour, in the
IRM images and micro-impedance analysis were dynamically taken, and only two images
were taken for the confocal case one before treatment and one after treatment.

5.3 Results and Discussion
The dynamic response of the cells to different toxins is a valuable tool for many
drug delivery systems and tissue engineering applications. This cytotoxicity test can
predict the mechanism and structure of cells, such as division, proliferation, and
migration as well as cellular morphology changes by analyzing the number of viable cells
under the toxic agent of cytochalasin D. Using spectrophotometry, the effect of actin
filament exposed to the Cytochalasin D can be examined using stained confocal images.
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Figure 5.4: Time scales of the biochemical analysis, stained confocal images, multispectrum interference reflection microscopic images and the electrical impedance
measurements used to examine the cytotoxicity effect of cytochalasin D onto endothelial
cells.
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In addition, electrical resistance of cells grown a ITO electrode, and the bottom
morphology change caused by cytochalasin treatment

5.3.1 Micro-impedance
Figure 5.5 shows the time-dependent normalized resistance with and without the
effect of the actin disrupting drug, cytochalasin D on Porcine Pulmonary Artery
Endothelial Cells (PPAECs) cultivated on a 500 µm ITO electrode. The normalized
resistance for the naked scans shows that there is an acceptably small amount of drift.
The cellular attachment, such as the formation of cell-cell and cell-substrate contacts,
gives rise to measured changes in the normalized resistance. There is a distinctive peak
due to the cellular attachment followed by decease of the normalized resistance observed
with some fluctuation in both blue and red lines over the first several hours. Adding
cytochalasin D produced a systematic decrease in the normalized resistance and removal
of the drug as well as changing of the medium produced an abrupt increase.

No

significant change in resistance was observed for the normal condition. Another peak of
the impedance is shown during the recovery of cellular attachment and the normalized
resistance is decreased again as time goes by.

5.3.2 Confocal Images
Figure 5.6 consists of two stained confocal images that illustrate how actin
filaments are disrupted under 3 uM cytochalasin D treatment on the Porcine Pulmonary
Artery Endothelial Cells (PPAECs). The Immunofluorescence technique has proved to be
one of the most efficient ways to look at the cell and its components. It is possible to
visualize specific parts of the cell using this method. The actin-filament stained images
are used as supporting information of the cellular response to the drug obtained from
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Figure 5.5: Time-dependent normalized resistance with and without the effect of the actin
disrupting drug, cytochalasin D on the Porcine Pulmonary Artery Endothelial Cells
(PPAECs) on a 500 µm ITO electrode.
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(a) Without cytochalasin D

(b) 3 µM cytochalasin D Treatment

Figure 5.6: Two stained confocal images without (a) and with (b) cytochalasin D
treatment show how actin filaments are disrupted under a 3 uM cytochalasin D treatment
on the Porcine Pulmonary Artery Endothelial Cells (PPAECs).
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other methods. The Immunofluorescence technique consisted of four important
procedures namely fixation, permeabilization, blocking and staining.

5.3.3 Biochemical Result
Figure 5.7 summarizes the biochemical results cytochalasin D cytotoxicity on
endothelial cells. The biochemical analysis results was obtained by recording
spectrophotometry the quantity of formazan product produced by living cells in culture.
In the figure 5.7 (a) it is observed that for all concentrations of cytochalasin D less than 3
µM, cells proliferate while a 3 µM concentration of cD, cells appear to die. Because the
first few hours under 3 µM concentration were interesting, a second experiment using
different time scales was conducted. As expected, a decrease in the number of viable cells
is observed under toxic conditions while after replacing the treated medium with new
complete medium they appear to recover.

5.3.4 MS-IRM
Color fringe patterns are ubiquitously seen as long as there is a thin film present.
For example, an oil film on water, an air or water film between coverslips, and soup
bubbles in the air can produce color fringe patterns that can be captured using our
advanced multi-spectrum interference reflection microscopy. This concept is applied to
examine the gap morphology between a cell and substrate as this gap is made of a very
thin medium film. Interference reflection microscopy thus allows the visualization of
cell-substrate adhesions, such as focal contacts which appear as darker streaks and are
located closest to the surface, close contacts shown to be dark areas which are a little
further away than focal contacts, and
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Figure 5.7: Biochemical results of Endothelial cells (ECs): (a) as a function of days and
dose and (b) as a function of hours at a fixed 3 µM cytochalasin D concentration.
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large cell-to-substrate gaps that appear as bright spots. Interference reflection microscopy
images are obtained by interference of reflected lights from the interface at the glassmedium and medium-bottom membrane. Reflected lights from the top membrane
produce a signal that is too weak to capture, which should therefore not disturb
calculations made for the bottom surface.
While the actin filament-stained confocal fluorescence images use fixed cells,
which are dead cells, the MS-IRM images use live cells. Most importantly and
interestingly, these IRM images clearly show bottom morphology changes caused by the
toxic agent. In figure 5.8, there is a dramatic morphology change caused by cytochalasin
D on endothelial cells caused by 3 µM cytochalasin D treatment using differential
interference reflection microscopy (DICM) and multi-spectrum interference reflection
microscopy (MS-IRM). Endothelial cells shrink under the toxic agent, similar to
apoptotic morphology changes, but their substrate adherence substantially recovers after
replacing the treated medium with new complete medium.

5.5 Conclusion
This dynamic response of the cells to different environments and sensitivity to
toxicants is a valuable tool for many drug discovery methods and tissue engineering
applications. Table 5.1 shows a summary of the pros and cons of four different methods
used to examine the cytotoxicity effect of cytochalasin D on endothelial cells. The optical
techniques of the actin filament stained confocal images and multi-spectrum interference
reflection microscopy combined with spectrophotometry measurement and microimpedance measurement promises to be efficient tools in studying the various behavioral
characteristics of cells under toxic conditions.
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Figure 5.8: Observation of a dramatic morphology change of endothelial cells caused by
3 µM cytochalasin D treatment using differential interference reflection microscopy
(DICM) and multi-spectrum interference reflection microscopy (MS-IRM).
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Table 5.1 A summary of the pros and cons of all the methods used to examine
the cytotoxicity effect of 3 µM cytochalasin D onto endothelial cells.
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Biochemical analysis using spectrophotometry is a valuable and reliable method,
which is stationary and provides averaged values for many cells. Even though stained
confocal images employ a stationary digital imaging method using fixed cells, it produces
evident fluorescent actin filament disruption. The impedance measurements are a
dynamic definitive indicator for cellular morphology changes caused by toxic agents.
Nevertheless, the MS-IRM imaging technique with our developed advanced opto-electric
system has the most attractive advantages such as a dynamic and label-free measurement,
with a 10-nm order spatial resolution, and better time resolution (up to 57.7fps using the
current EM-CCD), and single live cell detection.
These Cytotoxicity tests give a deep insight in to the mechanism of these cells
and how the various structures of the cell contribute in its division, proliferation and
migration. Thus, this combined analysis with the relevant optical techniques and signal
processing algorithms can make a very good package for in vitro toxicology monitoring
and other cell based assays.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION
In order to build a dynamic live cell opto-electric biosensor an optical sensing
system was needed consisting of several microscopic methods including regular brightfield microscopy (BFM), phase contrast microscopy (PCM), differential interference
contrast microscopy (DICM), multi-spectrum interference reflection microscopy (MSIRM), total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM), and epi-fluorescence
microscopy (EFM). Next an electrical system was chosen to measure the electrical
impedance. In order to conduct both optical and electrical measurements simultaneously,
an optically transparent and electrically conductive electrode was needed. The material
best suited for this was ITO-Si3N4. Finally the optical and electrical ITO electrodes were
combined with a lock-in amplifier, a cellular environmental incubation chamber, and a
microscopy system in order to establish the integrated dynamic live-cell opto-electric
detection system.
With an advanced integrated dynamic live-cell detection system built, two major
experiments were completed as follows: (1) cellular proliferation and (2) in vitro
cytotoxicity. First, with respect to cellular proliferation, cellular attachment and spreading
were successfully examined by simultaneously and dynamically measuring optical and
electrical characteristics of endothelial cells. Second, in vitro cytotoxicity effects of
cytochalasin D on endothelial cells was comprehensively examined by using biochemical
analysis, micro-impedance measurement, staining confocal microscopic imaging, and
MS-IRM imaging.
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The developed integrated dynamic live-cell opto-electric detection system can
now provide multi-microscopic methods, including TIRFM for protein tracking, PCM for
cells grown on plastic culture dishes, EPM for stained cells, DICM for realistic 3D cell
imaging, IRM for cell-substrate interaction, and electrical impedance measurement with
live cells.
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